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SUMMARY IN SWEDISH
Avloppsvattenproduktionen i småskaliga reningssystem ökar kraftigt över hela
världen. Forskning visar att förutom ytvattenavrinningen bidrar utsläpp från
dessa anläggningar delvis till föroreningsbelastningar som åstadkommer
eutrofiering i stora vattensystem och till att endemiska, vattenburna sjukdomar
orsakar hög barndödlighet i utvecklingsländer. Bekymret med dessa potentiella
risker för ofullständigt renat avloppsvatten från småskaliga system har lett till
en kraftfull tillämpning av kriterier för utsläpp i peri-urbana områden och
landsbygdsområden i de mest utvecklade länderna. Till exempel kräver
lagstiftningen i Europa minimireduktioner av 70-90% BOD5, 70-80% totalt
kväve och 80% totalt fosfor. Möjlig alternativ effektiv teknik till
avloppsrening är i allmänhet oöverkomlig på grund av kostnad och
komplexitet, särskilt i utvecklingsländer. Som ett resultat av detta finns det ett
växande intresse för reaktiva filter (RF) material vilka kan ta bort en viss typ av
förorening, men några är mångsidiga och kan efter framgångsrik fälttestning
inkorporeras i och uppgradera ineffektiva reningssystem.
Biokol är ett möjligt potentiellt och mångsidigt material för att stärka
ineffektiva avloppssystem. I denna avhandling undersöktes biokolets
effektivitet i praktiken dels vid förstärkning av markbaserade anläggningar för
avloppsvattenrening, dels med hjälp av laboratoriekonstruerade bäddreaktorer
(PBR) och i fältkonstruerade markbäddar (CFB) av sand- och gasbetong. Båda
systemen fungerade utan tekniska störningar under hela försöksperioderna,
men reduktionen av fosfatfosfor minskade betydligt över tiden vilket
indikerade minskad kapacitet för att avlägsna föroreningar genom kemiska
mekanismer. Båda systemen minskade grumligheten hos det inkommande
avloppsvattnet (142 NTU) med >95%, vilket följde WHO-standarden på <10
NTU. Reduktionseffektiviteten för inkommande upplöst organiskt kol (DOC)
(25 mgL-1) var 52-60% i alla system. Reduktionen av fosfatfosfor som i
inkommande avloppsvatten var 6.1 mgL-1) skilde sig dock avsevärt. I
fältstudier var CFB-bädden med ett kalciumrikt lager av gasbetong med
överliggande biokol (>40%) bäst. Bädden med biokol och sand visade en
fosforavskiljning av 21% och bädden med referenssand endast 19%. På grund
av fördelar med mindre partikelstorlek (2-4 mm) och längre uppehållstid av
avloppsvattnet uppvisade PBR-materialen högre avskiljningsgrad av fosfor.
Gasbetong reducerade starkast (96%), medan sand och biochar uppnådde
endast 35-45% effektivitet. Elementanalys med hjälp av ICP bekräftade att
gasbetongen hade största P-innehållet av de studerade materialen. Det fanns
en stark korrelation (Pearson's r >0.5) mellan pH- och fosforreduktionen hos
sand-biokol i både CFB och PBR-försöket. Dessutom ökade sandens
prestanda signifikant (p <0.05) i närvaron av biokol för reduktionen av DOC
och fosfor, vilket visar potentialen för biokol som ett lämpligt tilläggsmaterial i
markbäddar. Det sig att 11.2 mgkg-1 och 20.5 mgkg-1 kunde lakas ut med
destillerat vatten i sand- respektive sand-biokol systemen. Gasbetongen var
inte lika benägen att släppa fosfor vid kontakt med vatten men vid behandling
med AL-lösning så frigjordes fosforn(65-90 mgkg-1). Detta indikerar en större
möjlighet för P-utlakning med vatten från använda sand/sand-biochar-system
vilket kan ses som en risk om markbädden kommer i kontakt med regnvatten
eller grundvatten. Fosforn bunden i gasbetongen kan tolkas som växttillgänglig
och mindre benägen att släppa från materialet under eventuell vattenpåverkan.
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Resultatet i denna avhandling pekar på möjligheten att utveckla enkla,
prisvärda lösningar som kan göra förstärkta markbäddar till en hållbar praxis.
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ABSTRACT
Concerns about potential risks posed by discharge from small-scale wastewater
treatment (SWT) systems to receiving water bodies have prompted robust
enforcement of national discharge quality standards in rural areas of most developed
countries. Consequently, communities in such places are in need of effective
technologies with which to achieve compliance. Currently, reactive filter (RF) media
are increasingly preferred over advanced alternatives, due mainly to their simplicity,
affordability and proven potential. However, many of the field-tested filters are
commercial products which are costly and scarce but also only capable of removing
few contaminants they are engineered to target hence often requiring to be coupled
with other treatment units to achieve full treatment. In the preliminary findings of
this study, biochar (BC) was identified and thus suggested basing on existing
literature, as a versatile ubiquitous low-cost material for treating wastewater. Its
effectiveness in fortifying sand (Sa) and gas concrete (GC)-based SWT facilities was
later demonstrated in long-term experiments using laboratory packed bed reactors
and field constructed filter beds. The efficacy of SaBC and GCBC systems in
reducing turbidity (>95%), DOC (60%; p<0.05) and PO43- (40-90%; p<0.05) was
significantly higher than for their reference counterparts. Further, sorbed P was
more leachable from Sa (11.2 mgkg-1) and SaBC (20.5 mgkg-1) filters but more
extractable and hence plant-available in GC (65-91 mgkg-1). Therefore, the study
concluded that fortification of soil-based systems with biochar filters may be a
promising solution in enhancing performances of soil-based wastewater treatment
systems, while P-rich RF media can act as a nutrient source for plants if recycled to
agriculture.
Keywords: Biochar, fortified filter, gas concrete, phosphorus removal,
versatile reactive filter media

1. INTRODUCTION
The rate of wastewater production from different sectors has increased
markedly over the past few decades as a result of increase in population
growth, intensification of agricultural activities for food production and
increased water consumption. Today, agriculture, which consumes about
70% of the 35 million km3 of fresh water available worldwide, is the
leading nonpoint source of pollutants reaching salient water resources
annually (Dzikiewicz, 2000; Carey and Migliaccio, 2009; Hoekstra et al,
2012; FAO, 2015). Runoff from concentrated animal feeding operations,
irrigated and cultivated fields, aquaculture and orchards can transport
nutrients, pathogens, organic matter and micro-pollutants (heavy metals,
pharmaceuticals, fertilisers and pesticides) to nearby surface waters and
groundwater (Healy et al, 2007; USDA NRCS, 2012). Wastewater from
urban, peri-urban and rural households has also become a major
contributor to the high concentrations of pathogens, nutrients, synthetic
organic compounds (SOC), heavy metals, pharmaceutical and personal
care products (PPCPs) and other contaminants frequently contaminating
drinking water sources.
Wastewater from unsewered establishments is handled in small-scale
wastewater treatment (SWT) systems, most of which treat it on-site. A
system comprising a septic tank and soil absorption is widely applied for
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on-site wastewater treatment (OWT) (Beal et al, 2005; Hu et al, 2007).
Its potential in removing total suspended solids (SS), biological oxygen
demand (BOD) and chemical oxygen demand (COD) ranges from
about 80 to 90% (Nguyen et al., 2010). However, high concentrations of
other contaminants, e.g. phosphorus (P) (Withers et al, 2011), pathogens
(Borchardt et al, 2011) SOCs and PPCPs (Godfrey et al, 2007; Teerlink
et al, 2012; Phillips et al, 2015) have often been detected in effluents of
OWT systems. Nutrients fuelling eutrophication in inland water bodies
(HELCOM, 2009), widespread mortality of aquatic species (Vié et al,
2009) and waterborne diseases in developing countries (Prüss et al, 2002;
WHO 2011) have been found to correlate strongly to the presence of
septic systems in the vicinity of water bodies. Consequently, concerns
about the low efficacy of most SWT systems in purifying wastewater
have prompted environmental protection agencies (EPA) in many
developed countries to enforce stringent discharge limits in peri-urban
and rural areas (Somogyi et al, 2009; Eveborn et al, 2014). Therefore,
communities in such places have been facing the challenge of having to
devise and install advanced technologies by which they can comply with
regulations. Advanced alternative technologies such as package
treatment plants (PTP) are complex and expensive, and consequently,
there is growing interest in the use of reactive filter (RF) media. The
main driving factors for these are their simplicity, affordability and
proven potential. To date, many of the materials used in full-scale plants
are commercial products. However, the availability of these materials is
restricted to certain regions, especially places where they were first
popularised, e.g. Norway (Filtralite P®), Australia (Phoslock®) and the
Scandinavian countries and Poland (Polonite®). In addition, most of the
products available have been shown to target only a few contaminants
or even one type. Therefore they often need to be coupled with other
treatment units in order to achieve holistic treatment of wastewater,
which poses a challenge to their use, as this ultimately incurs costs and
uses up more land.
Practical application of the concept of fortifying SWT systems with RF
media could provide a potential multifaceted solution if adapted to
benefit more people. First, if RFs are incorporated at the outlet of
inefficient treatment systems, concentrations of substances which often
escape treatment, such as P, metals, pathogens and SOCs, could be
lowered. This would significantly reduce the persistently high levels of
contaminants released to water bodies causing eutrophication and
waterborne diseases. Lists of such RF materials have been compiled by
Ahmad et al. (2010), Ballantine and Tanner (2010), Ali et al (2012),
Vohla et al (2011) and others. Second, spent P-sorbing filters could be
recycled to agriculture as a source of this limiting nutrient. In order to
reduce the cost of using many different RF types or extra treatment
units simultaneously, versatile RF media can be used. With versatile
media, less space is needed, which in turn would make the system less
cumbersome and easier for the owner to maintain. However, since there
may be issues with leaching of sorbed contaminants to the surroundings,
investigations of this system are important to evaluate the risk before the
materials are used. The extractability of P by plants from spent RF
media applied to agricultural soils would also be crucial, bearing in mind
2
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the finite nature of the P resource in natural rock phosphate and hence
the need to recover it from other sources. To the best of my knowledge,
previous research has not paid much attention to the use of versatile RF
media as a retrofit in inefficient SWT systems. Moreover, little is
understood about the risk of disposing of spent RF media in the
surroundings.

1.1. Aim and Objectives
The overarching aim of this thesis was to contribute theoretical and
practical information on innovative technologies for upgrading the
performance of SWT systems through implementation of the concept of
fortification with versatile and ubiquitous RF media. To fulfil this aim,
the following research objectives were established:
 To acquire and summarise data on the design, operation and
performance of various RF media previously applied in full-scale
systems, and to identify media with the potential for simultaneous
removal of numerous contaminants from wastewater (I)
 To demonstrate the effectiveness in removal of P and other
contaminants of fortifying soil-based OWT systems with identified
versatile RF media in long-term laboratory and field-scale
experiments (II and III)
 To assess the degree of leachability and availability of P from the
spent RF media (IV).
In the remainder of thesis, Chapter 2 provides background on
wastewater handling methods and technologies, risks posed by SWT
facilities and alternative effective technologies. Chapter 3 outlines
methods of investigation, Chapter 4 summarises the results from papers
I-IV and Chapter 5 draws some conclusions based on the data obtained.
Chapter 6 suggests implications of the findings for society at large and
Chapter 7 describes further studies that could be carried out.

2. BACKGROUND
2.1 Sanitation outlook globally
Industrialisation and urbanisation processes characterising the current
Anthropocene epoch have provided the means to accelerate progress in
providing access to basic amenities worldwide. A 2015/16 United
Nations (UN) report shows that access to improved drinking water and
sanitation for the world’s population today stands at 91% and 68%,
respectively, which is a tremendous improvement compared with the
1991 figures of 76% and 54%, respectively (UNICEF-WHO, 2015).
However, these processes have also had profound negative impacts on
the environment (Kang et al, 2004). Amongst the myriad threats being
faced today are global warming, mass extinction, water scarcity and
sanitation-related diseases (Tilman et al, 2001; WHO, 2011; Misselhorn
et al, 2012). At the heart of these problems is waste generated from all
sorts of human activities. The UN reports that a large proportion of the
2 million tonnes of industrial and agricultural waste produced daily are
disposed of within receiving water bodies. In developing countries,
about 70% of untreated industrial waste is reportedly dumped into
rivers, streams and lakes annually (UN WWP, 2009). By and large, the
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liquid portion of the waste is used and discarded water, referred to as
wastewater.
Sanitation challenges in most developing countries are aggravated by
factors such as open defecation, use of pit privies, discharge of
inadequately treated effluents and leakages from septic tanks and poorly
maintained municipal systems, which are rampant in those countries
(WHO 2011; Starkl et al, 2013). Due to the abolition of pit privies and
open defecation in developed countries, almost all types of wastewater
are collected and treated in sewerage facilities (Nguyen et al, 2007).
However, except for countries like Malta, where 100% of the population
is connected to municipal wastewater treatment systems (MWT), a
substantial percentage (10-25%) of the population in most other
developed countries is not. This figure is even higher (>50%) in
developing countries. Instead of MWT plants, unsewered, remotely
located residential and non-residential establishments rely on SWT
systems, which are mostly operated on-site, i.e. OWT facilities, the most
common of which is the conventional septic system (Dawes and
Goonetilleke, 2003; Beal et al, 2005; Brix and Arias, 2005; Tuhkanen et
al, 2006; Hu et al, 2007; Nguyen et al, 2007; Dubber and Gill, 2014).
Wastewater discharge from SWT has been found to contribute
substantially to P, pathogens and SOC loads to aquatic ecosystems and
groundwater. The P derived from these systems accounts for >10% of
the eutrophication often observed in lakes and rivers of many European
countries (Brandt et al, 2012), and widespread disappearance of aquatic
species (Vié et al, 2009). In Sweden, for example, SWT systems were the
third largest source of the 1930 tons of P reportedly discharged in 2011
(Figure 1).
On the other hand, the endemic nature of morbidity and mortality in
developing countries is associated with waterborne diseases, the main
cause of which is pathogens (Prüss et al, 2002; Tiwari et al, 2009; WHO
2011). Diseases such as typhoid fever, cholera and campylobacteriosis
caused by bacteria, crystosporidiosis, giardiasis and amoebiasis caused by
protozoa and gastroenteritis and hepatitis caused by viruses are
prevalent in this region (Cliver and Fayer, 2004). Diarrhoea alone
accounts for a mortality rate of >2 million deaths per year, a large

Figure 1: Contribution of different sources to the total
amount of phosphorus (P) discharged in Sweden in 2011
(data adapted from SEPA 2012)
4
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percentage of which is in children under the age of five (UNICEF and
WHO 2015).

2.2 Legislation for wastewater treatment – The examples of EU and Sweden
The 1854 cholera outbreak in the UK and several others in the world
provided important lessons that wastewater should be treated before
disposal or reuse (Griffith et al, 2006; Mengel et al, 2014). Today, safe
disposal of wastewater from both municipal and privately-owned
treatment systems is highly emphasised. To ensure that this is practised,
legislation for various issues of environmental concern has been adopted
in various regions. As an example of these, the European Union has
instituted several directives for water quality protection. These include
the widely-known Water Framework Directive (2000/60/EC), Bathing
Water Directive (76/160/EEC), Drinking Water Directive
(80/778/EEC), Nitrates Directive (91/676/EEC), The Directive
concerning Urban Wastewater Treatment (91/271/EEC), Marine
Strategy Framework Directive (2008/56/EEC) and Industrial Emissions
Directive (2010/75/EU). Of these, the Directive applicable for issues
relating to wastewater is 91/271/EEC, which specifically concerns
protection of freshwater, estuarial and coastal waters from pollution by
domestic sewage, industrial wastewater and rainwater runoff (Farmer
2012). In the legislation, discharge limits and minimum percentage
reductions in contaminants are also outlined for areas that are highly
sensitive to elevated nutrient concentrations (sensitive areas). A
compilation of relevant standards for 24-hour reduced concentrations
and minimum percentage reductions is provided in Table 1.
As an EU member state, Sweden has incorporated these statutes into its
national legislation and applies them through the Swedish
Environmental Protection Agency (SEPA). In Sweden, the 1 million
households that are not connected to MWT systems (Amofah and
Hanæus, 2006) rely on SWT systems. Municipalities are empowered to
supervise sewage handling from establishments of up to 2000 p.e.,
which they do under the guidance of the Swedish Agency for Marine
and Water Management (SwAM) (SEPA 2009). The design, operation
and monitoring of SWT systems are regulated through “General
Recommendations for Small Wastewater Treatment Systems” (NFS
2006:7). For these areas, more emphasis is placed on nutrient and BOD
removal. The minimum percentage reduction for N and P removal in
sensitive areas is 50% and 90%, respectively (SEPA 2006). Similar
discharge requirements for BOD and P are implemented by the
environmental protection agencies in Finland, Sweden, Hungary, United
Table 1: Discharge limits and minimum percentage reduction for
wastewater parameters in the EU (Sources: SEPA 2006; Somogyi et
al, 2009; Farmer 2012)

Wastewater
parameter
SS
BOD5
COD
Total N
Total P

Minimum
concentration (mgL-1)
35
25
125
10
1

Minimum % reduction
90
70-90
75
70-80
80
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Kingdom, Denmark, Scotland and Ireland (Brix et al, 2005; SEPA 2006;
Saeed et al, 2012; Dubber and Gill, 2014).

2.3 Wastewater handling
2.3.1 Contaminants of concern in wastewater
We have come to realise and acknowledge that after being discharged,
be it into rivers or lakes or the ground, wastewater will ultimately reach
sources of drinking water at some point. However, what is still not well
understood by most people is that wastewater is “used water” from
water supplies and therefore a potential water source, as it contributes
greatly to groundwater recharge. Research has shown that about 99% of
wastewater is just water, while the other 1% is the substances it carries
(suspended, colloidal and dissolved solids) (UN WWP 2017). Depending
on the approach used for handling it, wastewater from different sources
is often referred to by different terms. Wastewater that is generated by
households is widely known as residential or domestic wastewater, while
the rest is non-residential wastewater. The part of domestic wastewater
emanating from toilets is commonly termed black water, while that from
the kitchen and shower is called greywater (Dalahmeh et al, 2011). In
urban settlements, stormwater also contributes to non-residential
wastewater (Corcoran et al, 2010).
A few distinctive features can help determine whether water standing in
a pond or container is wastewater or not. The presence of substances
that are insoluble (solids), cause colour (turbidity) and odour
(decomposing organics) and float (oils and grease) is often used as a
basis to declare water unsafe to use, especially if it is for drinking
purposes. Other constituents are basically not discernible. As an
example, in 2007 in Wisconsin (USA), well water which appeared to be
normal turned out to be polluted by a norovirus from nearby septic
systems, as it caused a gastroenteritis outbreak which affected up to 220
people (Borchardt et al, 2011). As such, the manner by which different
contaminants contribute to wastewater quality and how it should be
treated, vary. For these reasons, wastewater contaminants may be
classified into three groups, namely physical, biological and chemical
contaminants. However, in terms of toxicity and persistence in the
environment, the general consensus is to adopt the norm of
distinguishing these contaminants according to the risk they pose to
human health, aquatic animal species and treatment processes. Hence,
contaminants with higher potential risk are popularly classified as
contaminants of concern (CoC) (Metcalf and Eddy, 1991). These
contaminants would be potentially hazardous if they are present in
wastewater that is reused or discharged into sensitive areas. A
compilation of CoCs in wastewater and a brief description of each are
provided in Table 2.

2.3.2 Unit operations and processes for removal of CoCs
Wastewater consists of various substances with different characteristics,
examples of which are particulate versus soluble, inorganic versus
organic and oxidisable versus reducible. Therefore, to treat wastewater
holistically, the processes employed must take account of such
characteristics. To a great extent, the design or choice of processes or
6
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Table 2: Contaminants of concern in wastewater treatment (Source: Metcalf
and Eddy, 1991)
Contaminant

Reason for importance

Suspended solids

Can lead to development of sludge deposits and anaerobic
conditions when untreated wastewater is discharged into the
aquatic environment

Biodegradable
organics

Composed primarily of proteins, carbohydrates and fats. If
discharged untreated to the environment, their biological
stabilisation would lead to depletion of natural oxygen
resources and the development of septic conditions

Pathogens

Communicable diseases can be transmitted by pathogenic
organisms in wastewater

Nutrients

Nitrogen and phosphorus, together with carbon, are essential
for plant growth. If discharged untreated, they can lead to the
growth of aquatic life. If discharged in excessive amounts on
land, they can also lead to groundwater pollution

Priority
pollutants

Organic and inorganic compounds selected on the basis of their
known
or
suspected
carcinogenicity,
mutagenicity,
teratogenicity or high acute toxicity. Most of them are volatile
organic compounds (VOC). Examples are arsenic, chromium,
lead, cadmium, chlorobenzene, pesticides, etc.

Refractory
organics

Organics which tend to resist conventional methods of
wastewater treatment, typical examples being surfactants,
phenols and agricultural pesticides

Heavy metals

Usually added to wastewater from commercial and industrial
activities, and therefore may have to be removed if the
wastewater is to be reused

Dissolved
organics

Inorganic constituents such as calcium, sodium and sulphate
originally added to the domestic water supply as a result of
water use. They may have to be removed if the wastewater is to
be reused

technologies for removing wastewater constituents is based on their
behaviour in relation to wastewater and to each other. These include
settleability (density), volatility (boiling point), biodegradability
(oxidation), hydrophobicity, water solubility and so on (Metcalf and
Eddy, 1991). A compilation of conventional methods for removal of
CoCs is given in Table 3.

2.3.3 Wastewater treatment approaches
After being produced, wastewater may be dumped in the surroundings,
where it can infiltrate into the ground or collect in ponds, or is collected
normally undergo treatment by natural processes such as sedimentation,
filtration, biological treatment or adsorption (Tchobanoglous et al, 2004;
Crites et al, 2006). On the other hand, wastewater that is collected in
drainage systems may be treated in facilities serving smaller
communities, household clusters or single households (i.e. SWT plants),
or transported to publicly-owned treatment plants (i.e. MWT systems)
(Massoud et al, 2009). As pointed out earlier, septic systems are
examples of SWT systems called OWT facilities by virtue of being
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Table 3: Conventional methods for removal of contaminants of concern from
wastewater (Source: Metcalf and Eddy, 1991)
Contaminant

Suspended
solids (SS)

Biodegradable
organics (BOD)

Nitrogen
(N)

Phosphorus
(P)

Removal
methods

Natural
systems
screening,
grit removal,
sedimentation,
filtration,
flotation,
coagulation

Natural systems,
trickling filter,
rotating
biological
contactor, sand
filtration
activated sludge
lagoon
application

Nitrification
and
denitrification
(suspendedgrowth or
fixed-film),
ammonia
stripping, ion
exchange

Natural
systems,
chemical
coagulation
and
flocculation,
biologicalchemical
removal

Table 3 continued
Pathogens

Heavy metals

Dissolved
organic solids

Volatile
organics

Refractory
organics

Natural systems,
chlorination,
ozonation, UV
radiation

Natural
systems,
ion exchange,
chemical
precipitation

Ion exchange,
reverse
osmosis,
electrodialysis

Carbon
adsorption,
air
stripping

Natural
systems,
carbon
adsorption

located and operated within property boundaries (Parkinson and Tayler,
2003; Massoud et al, 2009). To illustrate the difference between OWT
and MWT systems, common treatment schemes adopted for their
design are shown in Figures 2 and 3.
As shown in Figure 2, wastewater in MWT systems goes through
numerous treatment stages employing physical unit operations and

Figure 2: Treatment scheme for a typical onsite wastewater
treatment (OWT) system (comprising a septic tank and soil
infiltration system)

Figure 2: Treatment scheme for a typical municipal wastewater
treatment (MWT) system
8
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chemical and biological processes. However, in OWT systems (Figure
3), it only undergoes a few stages (Metcalf and Eddy, 1991). The stages
of treatment in MWT systems are classified into primary, secondary and
tertiary treatment steps. At the primary stage, bulky and settleable solids
are removed by screening, grit removal, flotation and sedimentation. In
OWT systems, sedimentation, flotation and biodegradation are common
in the corresponding step. Mostly, SS, BOD and fat and oil are reduced
at the primary treatment stage.
The remaining SS and BOD in wastewater from the primary stage are
removed in the secondary treatment stage, where microorganisms are
employed to consume biodegradable organic matter as a carbon source
for cell synthesis. In MWT systems, the microorganisms are often
provided with surfaces of ceramic and plastic materials (so-called
biofilters) to which they can attach and multiply. In contrast, most
OWT systems employ natural materials such as soil or sand filters for
this process (Figure 3). About 80-90% of BOD and total SS and 75% of
chemical oxygen demand (COD) are usually removed in this step of
MWT systems. Finally, the tertiary step is essentially included to remove
microorganisms and dissolved substances, which often escape the
secondary system step. This explains why processes such as chlorination,
nitrification-denitrification, chemical precipitation and filtration are
common at this stage in MWT systems. In OWT systems tertiary
processes are uncommon, especially in septic systems used by single
households. Thus, the fate of CoCs such as pathogens, nutrients, PPCPs
and SOCs from household plants is often unknown.

2.3.4. Septic systems
The septic system was pioneered by J.L. Mouras and A. Moigno in
France in 1860. The conventional design includes a septic tank for
water-sludge separation and a soakaway or soil absorption system for
filtration of the effluent (Figure 4).
As shown in the diagram, substances which leave the septic tank (mostly
SS, organic matter, nutrients and PPCPs) are expected to be removed by
soil into which the effluent is discharged. Local soils or fluvial sand are
commonly used for absorbing. However, these often fail to immobilise
the solutes in the infiltrating wastewater, due to poor capacity to react
with them (Bruch et al, 2011). Thus, without additional stages for
chemical addition, septic systems are often less likely to remove CoCs
such as P, removal of which basically requires chemical coagulation and
flocculation before filtration. Typical concentrations of different
contaminants in effluents of septic tanks and sand filters are given in
Table 4.

Figure 3: Sketch of a conventional design of a septic system
(septic tank plus soil infiltration system)
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Table 4: Typical concentrations of different contaminants in effluent
from septic tanks and sand filters (Sources: NSW-Health 1998; USEPA
1999; Metcalf and Eddy, 1991)
Parameter

SS
(mgL-1)

BOD
(mgL-1)

TN
TP
Faecal coliforms
-1
-1
(mgL ) (mgL ) (MPN/100 mL)

Raw wastewater

237-600

210-530

35-80

10-25

106-107

Septic tank
effluent

50-90

140-200

25-60

10-25

103-106

Sand filter
effluent

<10

<20

25-30

10-15

102-104

The design of the septic system has barely been modified over time (Del
Rosario et al, 2014). Despite this, many people still release the effluent
directly into streams, rivers and lakes (UN WWP 2015). The general
belief has been that the discharged wastewater will undergo natural
dilution in receiving water bodies or purification by the soil. However,
some of the water bodies in which effluents of septic systems ultimately
end up have started to show that they are no longer able to dilute them.
This has been evidenced by the persistence of eutrophication in the
Baltic Sea region (HELCOM 2009) and findings in several studies such
as those by Withers et al (2011), Kauppinen et al (2014), Godfrey et al
(2007), Phillips et al (2015) and Bound and Voulvoulis (2005). Thus, it is
important that discharge from septic systems and other OWT facilities
are regulated.

2.3.5. Emerging alternative technologies for SWT
Through various research findings, a few alternative technologies which
can be incorporated into inefficient SWT systems to upgrade them have
been developed. Examples of these are given in Table 5.
According to USEPA (1999) and Saeed et al (2012), package treatment
systems such as SBRs are highly capable of lowering concentrations of
BOD (250 mgL-1) and total SS (250 mgL-1) to ≤10 mgL-1, total N (60
mgL-1) to ≤5 mgL-1 and total P (10 mgL-1) to ≤2 mgL-1. However, most
of the other technologies may not be good in reducing concentrations of
other contaminants. For instance, although biological unit process
technologies such as trickling filters, ABRs and UASBs are capable of
achieving as high as 90% BOD removal, they are known to fail to
reduce nutrient and micro-pollutant concentrations (Withers et al, 2011;
Phillips et al, 2015; Rodríguez-Gomez and Renman, 2016). However,
due to high capital and operating costs and complexity of use, it seems
that these technologies are not common in OWT systems (Heistad et al,
2006; Öövel et al, 2007; Massoud et al, 2009). Dubber and Gill, 2014)
found that in Ireland, advanced technologies such as these are mostly
used by household clusters, but are less common in systems for single
households.

2.3.6 Reactive filter technologies
In MWT plants, removal of phosphorus and heavy metals involves use
of chemical dosing to precipitate them to filterable form (de-Bashan and
Bashan, 2004). For OWT systems, the use of chemicals has many
drawbacks, such as high capital and operating costs, the need for
10
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Table 5: Emerging alternative technologies for onsite wastewater treatment
systems and contaminants of concern they are designed to remove from
wastewater (Sources: Metcalf and Eddy, 19911; Lekang and Kleppe, 20002;
Zaiat et al, 20013; Koottatep et al, 20044; Saeed et al, 20125; Rodriguez-Gómez
et al, 2014)6]
Alternative technology

Wastewater
type

CoC
removed

Advantages

Disadvantages

Upflow anaerobic sludge
blanket (UASB)8
- filtration of solids,
digestion of organic
matter
- can be connected
after septic tank

Raw
household,
agricultural

SS, BOD,
COD,

Requires small
area, durable,
produces
recyclable gas
that is used for
cooking and
lighting

Poor pathogen and
nutrient removal,
high capital costs,
odour production,
risk of gas leakage
and blockage of
digester by solids,
effluent needs
further treatment

Sequencing batch reactor
(SBR)7
- equalisation,
coagulation and
flocculation, and
secondary clarification
- usually connected
after septic tank

Pre-settled
household
commercial
institutional

TSS,
BOD,
TP, NH3,
turbidity

Requires small
area, produces
effluent of
recyclable
quality

High capital costs,
regular inspection,
needs energy, uses
chemicals, specialist
knowledge required

Anaerobic treatment unit
(ATU)4
- can be connected
before
or after septic tank

Pre-treated
household
agricultural
institutional

TSS,
BOD

Improves life
of soil
absorption
system, sand
filters, CWs,
requires less
space

Has moving parts,
needs energy for
aeration, needs
inspection, therefore
costly, effluent
needs further
treatment

Trickling filter1
- provide surfaces for
microorganisms to
attach,
- usually connected
after septic tank

Pre-settled
household
commercial
agricultural
institutional

BOD

No moving
parts, no
energy
consumption,
durable

Releases pathogens,
poor nutrient
removal, effluent
need further
treatment

Sand filter1
- filtration and
adsorption
- usually connected
after septic tank

Pre-treated
household
institutional

SS, BOD,
turbidity

Simple, lowcost, durable,
low energy
need, no
moving parts,
low
maintenance

Risks of clogging
especially in cold
climates, poor
nutrient, heavy
metal, pathogen,
PCPP and SOC
removal

Activated sludge1
- can work in place of
septic tank

Household,
institutional
industrial

SS, BOD,
TP, TN

Low odour
production,
aerators less
corrosive

Low bacteria
removal, needs
inspection, high
maintenance needs,

RF media6
- provide reactive
surface for adsorption
- best for final effluent
polishing
- can be used for STE
treatment

Pre-treated
household
commercial
agricultural
institutional

SS, BOD,
TP, TN,
NH4,
arsenic,
heavy
metals,

Simple, lowenergy
demand, needs
regular
inspection, low
maintenance
need

Risks of clogging,
issue of pH,

Stabilisation ponds1

Household

SS, BOD,

Simple,

Needs regular
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- can work alone or
added after septic tank

commercial
agricultural,
institutional
community

TP, TN

effective in
bacteria
removal

inspection and
desludging, releases
SS and BOD to
effluents, land
intensive

Constructed wetland
(CW)1
- usually located after
septic tank,
- also can be used
alone

Household
commercial
agricultural,
institutional
community

COD and
Total P,
N and SS

Low cost,
energy
required,
maintenance,
provides
habitat for
birds

Nutrient removal
depends on filtration
media used,
construction may
use more land

specialist knowledge for installing chemical dosing units, routine
inspection and increased sludge needing special handling (SEPA 2009).
Fortunately, research has identified certain natural and man-made
materials with the capacity to remove contaminants by accumulating
them on their surfaces, namely reactive filter (RF) media (otherwise
known as sorbents, adsorbents, sorptive media, activated filters,
permeable reactive filters) (Baker et al, 1998; Kietlińska and Renman,
2005; Shilton et al, 2006; Cucarella and Renman, 2009). The most
common RF media are derived from mineral-based products (for
example soils from weathered rocks, slags from mining, shell-sand from
marine sediments) and carbon-based materials (for example activated
carbon, biochar and peat from plant biomass). Unlike mechanical filters
which remove substances from wastewater by absorption, RFs adsorb
them. An illustration of the two filter processes is provided in Figure 5.
The basic difference between them is that in absorption substances are
physically strained within filter pores, while in adsorption they are
accumulated on surfaces of the filter medium (Bradl 2004). The
application of adsorption for treatment of liquids is not new. Historical
records show that it was practised as early as 2000 B.C. by the ancient
Egyptians to remove colour and odour from medicine and other liquids
using activated carbon (Krauskopf and Bird, 1995). Until recently,
however, it has not been applied in sanitation practices, as open
defecation and use of pit latrines have dominated for centuries (UN
WWP 2003). The concept was revived only recently due to the need for
simple and affordable solutions for removal of troublesome CoCs
requiring use of chemical processes (Gupta et al, 2009).

Figure 4: Illustration of (left) absorption in a mechanical filter
and (right) adsorption on a reactive filter of substances in
solution
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Sources and classification
During recent years, a multitude of RF media have been identified.
Studies such as Johansson (1998), Vohla et al (2009), Ballantine et al
(2010); Ahmad et al (2010), Ali et al (2012); Bhatnagar and Sillanpää
(2011); Bailey et al (1999); Gupta et al (2009), Mohan et al (2014) and
others, have compiled some examples of these materials. Attempts have
been made by these studies to classify them. For instance, Johansson
(1998) suggested (a) natural materials (b) man-made products and (c)
industrial by-products, Ballantine et al (2010) suggested (a) naturallyoccurring materials (b) processed and modified materials and (c) waste
materials and Buda et al (2012) suggested (a) natural materials (b)
synthetic filtration products and (c) by-products from industrial
activities. Although these classifications coincide to a great extent, there
are some inconsistencies with regard to examples given for some classes.
For example, Johansson (1998) described wollastonite as a mining
product (industrial by-product), but listed it under natural materials,
while Ballantine et al (2010) described tree bark as a naturally-occurring
material but put it under waste materials. However, it is apparent that
these materials are either derived from organic materials or mineralbased products.
Nature of reactive surfaces of RF media
Use of mineral-based RF media is by far the most common in
wastewater treatment. Many of the mineral-based RF media derive from
secondary minerals, e.g. natural soils like clays and by-products of
mining like slags, red mud and maerl, rocks and marine sediments. It has
been widely demonstrated that chemical instability and electrical
imbalances of ionic composites in RF media are responsible for their
sorptive characteristics. Essentially, the content of some ions in sorbents
for which contaminants may have affinity contributes to their sorption
capacity. These ions include e.g. oxides of cations in inorganic sorbents
or functional groups on surfaces of organic sorbents. An example of
these is soluble reactive phosphorus (PO43-) which often tends to
coordinate with calcium (Ca), iron (Fe), aluminium (Al) or magnesium
(Mg) surfaces in solution (Blaney et al, 2007). In reacting with the
surface groups, the contaminants may be bound by surface
complexation, precipitation and ion exchange mechanisms (Stumm
1992; Rouff et al, 2004). In surface complexation, the contaminants are
often bound through sharing of covalent bonds without forming a new
mineral structure. As for precipitation, the reaction forms complexes
whose structures are different from that of the bulk of the sorbent.
Other sorbents may contain ions whose reactivity is lower than that of
dissolved contaminants. If brought into contact in solution, those ions
may be exchanged with the contaminants in what is called ion exchange.
Full descriptions of these processes can be found in Papelis and Hayes
(1995), Strawn and Sparks (1999), Blaney et al (2007) and Rouff et al
(2004).
Certain materials possess a permanent charge that is natural, of which
isomorphic substitution is the most common cause (Strawn and Sparks,
1999). In isomorphic substitution, one constituent ion (mostly a central
ion) in the unit compound making the mineral structure is substituted by
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another of same size, to form a compound of similar crystal form
(Krauskopf and Bird, 1995). This phenomenon is illustrated in Figure 6.
The figure illustrates that one of the Si4+ tetrahedral in the mineral may
be substituted by Al3+, Fe2+ or Mg2+. The smaller amount of positive
charge in these ions would cause a deficit of protons (or excess of
negative charge) in the tetrahedron. A common mineral known to have
this kind of structural charge is the complex silicate clay mineral
montmorillonite (Uddin, 2008). On the other hand, oxides (O2-) and
hydroxides (OH-) of silicon (Si), aluminium (Al), iron (Fe), calcium (Ca),
and magnesium (Mg) often present in solid phases of soils, rocks and
sediments usually become covered by reactive hydroxyl groups from
water when immersed in it (Krauskopf and Bird, 1995). In that way, they
can accept or remove protons from solutions (Businelli et al, 2003). By
accepting protons, they gain a net positive charge and thus attract
negatively charged solutes, but become negatively charge when they lose
it and thus sorb positively charged contaminants. A case of a proton
coordinating to an Al-OH surface, and also being lost from Al-OH and
Fe-OH surfaces, is shown in equations 1-3.
Al-OH + H+ → Al-OH2+
(1)
Al-OH + OH → Al-O + H2O
(2)
2+
+
+
Fe-OH + Pb → Fe-OPb + H
(3)
According to these equations, the sorbent would tend to accept protons
at low pH but lose them at higher pH. Essentially, this shows that there
is a pH at which charge on the sorbent would ultimately become zero.
This pH is called point of zero charge (PZC). In the study by Businelli et
al (2003), it is reported that 94%, 100% and 79% of Pb (II) was sorbed
onto montmorillonite, illite and kaolinite at pH 7.2, pH 7.9 and pH 5.9,
respectively, while less was sorbed at pH that was lower or higher than
these values. A smectite used by Papelis and Hayes (1995) to promote
cobalt (Co(II)) sorption at either permanently charged or surfacehydroxyl sites exhibited this peculiar behaviour. Cobalt sorbed to it
tended to desorb from permanently charged sites at low pH, but
remained sorbed to surface-hydroxyl sites at higher pH. Calcium oxide
also often acquires a positive charge below pH range 8-12 (Sverjensky
1994) and thus binds fewer anions but becomes more effective in
sorbing P above this pH value (Gustafsson et al, 2012).
Contaminant removal mechanisms

Figure 5: Illustration of isomorphic substitution in
montmorillonite (adapted from Strawn and Sparks, 1999)
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In treating wastewater using reactive sorbents, contaminants can be
sorbed by three common mechanisms, namely surface complexation,
precipitation and ion exchange (Stumm 1992; Rouff et al, 2004;
Gustafsson et al, 2008). The mechanism by which contaminants react
with surface species to form complexes with different structures to that
of parent material is termed precipitation. Surface complexation is the
process by which contaminants are coordinated to surfaces through
sharing of covalent bonds without forming new mineral structures. In
adsorption, the types of bonds formed and adsorbate coordination to
sorbent surface may vary due to the effect of solvation, which often
determines the strength of bonding known as inner- or outer-sphere
complexation (Strawn and Sparks, 1999). To ease understanding of this,
illustrations of these mechanisms are given in Figure 7.
In outer-sphere complexation, solvation spheres around adjacent solutes
may bond and form a layer of water molecules between them and the
sorbent surface (Figure 7 (diagram at the top)). The solute-surface group
complexes thus formed are called outer-sphere complexes. In a reaction
in which contaminants directly form ionic or covalent bonds with
surface groups without water molecules between them, inner-sphere
complexes are formed. Whereby a single bond and double bond
coordination occurs, the complexation is termed monodentate and
bidentate, respectively (Blaney et al, 2007) (diagram at the top).
Therefore, contaminants adsorbed by outer-sphere complexation are
often loosely bound and easy to desorb compared with those in innersphere complexes, and therefore would need extra energy to desorb.
These processes have been observed in sorption studies by Papelis and
Hayes (1995), Strawn and Sparks (1999), Rouff et al (2004) and others.
In those studies, the nature of the adsorbing surface, ionic strength and
pH of solution, PZC, temperature and co-existence and concentrations
of adsorbates were also found to affect the efficacy of the sorption
media. This may have important implications when seeking to identify

Figure 7: Illustration of formation of outer-sphere complex between
FeOH2 (hydrated Fe(III) oxide) and solvated chlorine (Cl-) and
sulphate (SO42-) ions (diagram at the top), and mono- and bidentate inner-sphere complexes between FeOH2 and monovalent
(H2PO4-) and divalent (HPO42-) (diagram at the bottom) [adapted
from Blaney et al, 2007]
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appropriate media for treating wastewater of varying strengths and
composition.

2.4 Work done by previous studies
Previous studies have identified, tested and proposed the use of
different types RF media. However, more of the investigations of the
effectiveness of the RF media in treating wastewater have been
performed in laboratories using synthetic wastewater (Cucarella and
Renman, 2009) while only few have been incorporated them into fullscale systems to-date. Nevertheless, sufficient evidence of application in
treating wastewater from different sources is available, for instance
application in plants for single households (Heistad et al 2006), clusters
of households (Jenssen et al, 2010), communities (Bruch et al, 2011),
institutions (Öövel et al, 2007), municipalities (Barca et al, 2013) and
commercial establishments (Weber et al, 2007).
Apart from low costs, other merits of use of RF media have been
observed. One example is the ease with which they can be incorporated
into treatment plants. The Renman and Renman (2010) and Søvik and
Kløve (2005) studies which show that the incorporation of RF media in
existing systems barely disrupts the treatment train, are good examples
of this. To ensure less frequent monitoring and longevity of RF media,
thorough pre-treatment of the inlet wastewater is important. This has
been demonstrated in a number of long-term studies such as Shilton et
al (2006) and Arias et al (2003). Apparently, there has been a tendency to
attribute the aggregated performance of the whole system to the RFs
employed. Further, though ample pre-treatment is important, the
incorporation of many treatment units may be costly, as well as
disadvantageous in taking more land. Consequently, some would-be
users of these materials may not find the concept of use of RF media
sustainable.
Commercial products dominated in many previous studies. Many such
products are produced and mainly used in certain parts of the world, but
not in others. An example of the leading countries in Europe is Norway,
where the material Filtralite P® is popular. To date, it is not clear
whether the commercial products are affordable everywhere or whether
they are available throughout the world. Since the concept of application
of RF media for upgrading SWT is new, there is a high possibility that
may not be known in other parts of the world or cannot be produced
there. For those communities in places where the materials are generally
available, there is still the general challenge of having to incorporate
several of them or other special technologies to produce effluents of
acceptable quality. Essentially, since the RF media solution seems
promising, it would be more beneficial to many people if cheaper, locally
available, versatile and user- and environment-friendly media were
identified, tested and promoted.

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Investigations in this thesis were carried out in three stages, including:
 a review of literature on RF media applied in full-scale treatment
plants to acquire insights into their potential in treating wastewater of
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different strengths and to identify potentially low-cost versatile media
for retrofitting in inefficient soil-based OWT systems
 practical experiments to demonstrate the effectiveness of fortification
of septic systems with versatile RF on the removal of phosphorus
and other parameters from domestic wastewater
 practical assessment of leachability of nutrients from spent media and
their availability to plants

3.1 Literature review (I)
3.1.1 Overview of RF media application for treating wastewater
The study relied greatly on data from previous work to attain undertake
this. KTH Royal Institute of Technology (Sweden), the institute at
which this thesis work was based, facilitated access to international
journal papers and several other official reports. Databases of the World
Wide Web and Worldwide science.org were utilized to find published
reports on RF media, which were randomly sought from different
sources. For in-depth analysis, both batch and field scientific studies
were considered, the former providing insights on different factors
affecting the behaviour of each RF material and the latter on
understanding their performance and potential in full-scale application.
Sampling of the data from the papers was purposive. The approach in
the search for the data involved use of themes centred around topics
pertaining to SWT practices and technologies, RF technologies and
legislation on wastewater for SWT.
To gain insights on the potential of the media in full-scale applications,
only RF media tested for >6 months were considered. Parameters which
were probed from such studies included sources or suppliers and nature
(types, sources and physicochemical characteristics) and design (sizing,
housing) of RF media, type of treatment plant employing them
(installation and operation) and wastewater quantity and quality.
Particular attention was given to approaches made to assess
performances and longevity of the media, and implications SWT and in
particular, single households. Ultimately, the compilation of CoCs for
which there were RF media which had been suggested for removing
them, was used to identify RF media seeming to be capable of removing
numerous CoCs (i.e. versatile media).

3.1.2. Field visits
For a practical view of the application of the RF media in full-scale
systems, twenty-three (23) wastewater treatment plants employing the
commercialized RF Polonite®, and a variety of biofilters, were visited.
All the visits were carried out in Sweden. The plants served 20
households, a community, a hotel and a farm. Those plants were located
in five different places, namely Nyköping (58.7528oN, 17.0092oE),
Lovön (59.3288oN, 17.8423oE), Garns Ösby (59.5696oN, 18.2678oE),
Knivsta (59.7261oN, 17.7920oE) and Hallstavik (60.0505oN, 18.5975oE).
The aspects of interest in such plants were the design of the filter unit,
its installation and operation.
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3.2. Demonstration of fortification of soil-based systems with RF media
3.2.1 Filter media
The main filtration materials were sand and gas concrete while biochar
was used to fortify them. Packed bed reactors (PBR) and constructed
filter beds (CFB), constructed in the laboratory and field, respectively,
were used to test them. The PBRs represented indoor compact
treatment systems, while the CFBs represented outdoor treatment
systems for a cold climate.
Sand and gas concrete
Sand, which was indicated by the supplier to be a product from fluvial
deposits, was obtained from Hakungekrossen AB, Sweden. It had a
brown colour with virtually no sign of presence of organic matter.
Preliminary sieve analysis showed that its effective particle size (d10) was
<0.3 mm, and thus it had a lot of fine particles. As indicated earlier, the
use of sand for treating wastewater has been extensively studied, see e.g.
Beal et al (2005), Hu et al (2007), Eveborn et al (2012) and Teerlink et al
(2012).
Gas concrete (also known as Sorbulite®) was obtained from
Ecofiltration Nordic AB (formerly Bioptech AB, Sweden). Gas concrete
is commonly used as a building material and can have varying properties
depending on the method of production (Narayanan and Ramarmurthy,
2000). The type of gas concrete used in this study was autoclaved
aerated concrete (AAC) produced from a mixture of silica sand, cement
and water, aerated with Al powder, and autoclaved at 180-200 oC and 1
MPa (Renman and Renman, 2012). The product of the autoclave
process that characterises gas concrete in this type of application is the
calcium silicate hydrate (CSH) tobermorite (Ca5Si6O16(OH)2.H2O). Oğuz
et al (2003), Renman and Renman (2012), Berg et al (2005) and Guan et
al (2013) have found gas concrete to derive its high P sorption capacity
from this CSH. Berg et al (2006) and Okano et al (2013) also
demonstrated its use as a seed crystal for P removal through
crystallisation of hydroxyapatite (Ca5(PO4)3(OH)). In meso-scale
wastewater systems studied by Berg et al (2006), Renman and Renman
(2012) and Rodriguez-Gomez (2016), the P sorption efficacy of gas
concrete was observed to be substantial (>80%). Rodriguez-Gomez
(2016) also demonstrated its ability to reduce BOD and objectionable
odour from anaerobically treated wastewater.
Biochar
Biochar was obtained from Skogens kol AB (Sweden). It was reportedly
produced from birch, aspen and alder wood chips, which were mixed
and thermally decomposed at 500 oC through a wagon retort process.
Physical inspection revealed that it comprised both softwood and
hardwood. An overview of biochar application for treating wastewater is
presented in the Results section of this thesis (Chapter 4).

3.2.2. Characterisation of filter media
The materials were characterized in terms of elemental composition,
pH, phosphorus sorption index (PSI), particle size (d), bulk density (ρb),
porosity (ø), pH and hydraulic retention time (HRT). For elemental
composition analysis, samples of both virgin and used sand, biochar and
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gas concrete were sent to a commercial laboratory (ALS Scandinavia
AB, Sweden) at the end of the sorption studies.
Particle size (d)
Applying recommendations by Cucarella and Renman (2009), 2-4 mm
was adopted as the design particle size for laboratory-scale filter
materials. For the field-scale filters, considering the organic strength of
influent wastewater to be used (up to 120 mgL-1; Nilsson et al, 2013) and
the depth to which the soil at the site often freezes in winter (down to
30 cm), a particle size of >2 mm was suggested. Particles of the fresh
gas concrete and biochar from the supplier were already >2 mm, while
the sand had a lot of fines. The biochar was crushed at the field site
before use. Fines in the sand and biochar were reduced by spreading the
materials on a makeshift sand sieving mesh (1 mm pore size) and
spraying with tap water. The gas concrete for the field experiment was
not crushed, to avoid losing much of it and also having too much fines
in it, as it could easily crumble when wetted. However, portions of it
together with other media were taken to the laboratory to prepare them
in the required 2-4 mm grades for the PBRs. The sieve analysis revealed
that the final d10 of the sand was about 0.3 mm.
Bulk density (ρb), pH, porosity (ø), phosphorus sorption index (PSI) and hydraulic retention time (HRT)
Samples of the media were added to distilled water to prepare mixtures
of 1:20 solid to liquid ratio for pH analysis. A filter material of known
mass (M) was filled into a measuring cylinder to measure its bulk volume
(Vb) and to determine its bulk density (M/Vb). Distilled water of known
volume (Vw) was added to pre-determined Vb to determine pore volume
(Vp) and porosity (Vp/Vb). HRT was determined experimentally by
repeatedly collecting discharge volumes equal to the amount previously
loaded and measuring how long it took to collect them. The PSI was
determined according to the procedure by Patterson (2001). In brief,
this involved equilibrating 1 g sample (2 mm particle size) of fresh
medium in a solution of dibasic anhydrous potassium phosphate
(K2HPO4) of initial concentration of 75 mgL-1 in an end-over-end
shaker for 18 hours, centrifuging the mixture and filtering the
supernatant for analysis of PO43-. Triplicate samples of materials were
used. Measures of shared (pH, ρb, and PSI) and differing parameters (d,
Ø, HRT) in fresh media in the different experiments are shown in Table
6 and 7, respectively.

3.2.3. Laboratory experiment set-up (II)
The filter materials (Sa, GC and BC), polyvinylchloride (PVC) columns
(0.7 m height, 0.045 m inner diameter), pipes, perforated rubber stopper,
pumps and a storage container were used to construct the laboratoryscale treatment system. The set-up of the experiment and packing of
materials in the columns are depicted in Figure 8.
Table 6: Parameters of the filter sand (Sa), gas concrete
(GC) and biochar (BC) which were shared by packed bed
reactors (PBRs) and constructed filter beds (CFBs)

Medium
Sa
GC
BC

pH
7.4
9.1
8.0

Bulk density, ρb
1700
660
540

PSI (mgkg-1)
6465
14191
6896
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Table 7: Mean measures of parameters which differed in (Sa), gas concrete
(GC) and biochar (BC), sand-biochar (SaBC) and gas concrete (GC) packed
bed reactors (PBRs) and constructed filter beds (CFBs)
System
Material
Particle dia. (mm)
Porosity
Hydraulic retention
time (h)

PBRs
Sa
2-4
0.35
1.5-1.3

GC
2-4
0.52
4.5-1.8

BC
2-4
0.47
2.1-1.6

CFBs
Sa
0.3-25
0.45
3.0-2.1

GC
10-80
0.60
2.5-2.0

BC
0.5-20
0.50
3.0-2.1

Columns 1 to 3 from the left in Figure 8 contained Sa, GC and BC,
respectively, filled to 0.50 m depth, and were operated as state-of-the art
reference filters. Each of columns 4-6 was filled with a combination
ofSa (0.30 m) and BC (0.20 m), with the Sa at the bottom and BC on
top, and the whole system was categorised as a sand-biochar (SaBC)
PBR. A similar combination of dual media comprising gas concrete
(0.30 m) and biochar (0.20 m) was used in the next set of three columns
(7-9), which were categorised as gas concrete-biochar (GCBC) PBRs.
The last set of triplicates (9-12) was filled with three layers (0.3 m Sa, 0.1
m GC, 0.1 m biochar) and categorised as SaGCBC reactors. Perforated
rubber stoppers were fitted to the bottom of the columns to keep the
media intact and to hold the discharge pipes. After fitting the stoppers
and before filling the columns, a 0.08 m layer of pebbles was filled into
each column to support the main filtration media. Distribution of
wastewater on the surface was facilitated by a kitchen scouring pad cut
into a disc shape and placed on the surface of each media. This was also
intended to pre-treat the influent wastewater.
Wastewater was obtained from effluent of a septic tank used by a cluster
of four households at the village of Garns Ösby (59.5696 oN, 18.2678
o
E) in central Sweden. Approximately 0.063 L of wastewater was
Pumps

Packing of reference media e.g. a) Sa
and fortified media, e.g. b) SaBC and
c) GCBC in columns
a
b
c

Figure 8: Packed bed reactor design and operation with (left to right): sand
(Sa), gas-concrete (GC), biochar, sand-biochar (SaBC), gas concrete-biochar
(GCBC) and all media (SaGCBC) filters. The diagrams on the right depict how
media were packed in reference and fortified filters.
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intermittently loaded onto the surface of each reactor using timerregulated pumps, three times a day for the entire study period of 399
days. At this daily loading rate, a total of 40 Lm-2d-1 surface hydraulic
loading, or 4 cmd-1 specific velocity, was achieved as per
recommendations by SEPA (2006).

3.2.4. Field experimental set-up (III)
The field experiment was set up at Garns Ösby in Sweden (coordinates:
59.5696 oN, 18.2678 oE), where subsurface filter beds of Sa, SaBC and
GCBC were constructed. The constructed filter beds (CFB) consisted of
three parallel trenches of 1.5 m length, 1 m width and 0.8 m depth, dug
close to a sedimentation tank receiving wastewater from a cluster of four
households. To avoid freezing of the filters during winter, makeshift
compact boxes of 1.5 m length, 0.8 m depth and 0.5 m top width were
constructed from wooden boards and fitted with outlet pipe connectors
to contain them while they were operated under ground. The containers
were designed such that they were water-tight by sealing their joints and
lining them inside with polyethylene sheeting.
A gravel (10-30 mm crushed bedrock) layer (0.15 m depth) was placed in
the bottom of each container. A PVC-polyester mesh (1.1x1.1mm2) was
placed over the gravel to support the filter material. Sa only, SaBC and
GCBC were filled in the first, second and third CFB, respectively. The
order of packing and depth of layers was the same as for PBRs. In this
study (Paper III), sand was used as the only state-of-the-art reference
filter. Another thin layer of gravel was laid on top of the materials
before installing distribution pipes, so that it could support them and
enhance distribution of wastewater. After covering the distribution pipes
with more gravel, plastic sheeting was used to cover the filters to
prevent surface contamination. They were all covered by a mound of
soil obtained from the surroundings (Figure 9).
As shown in Figure 9, two parallel 30 mm diameter pipes with elbowshaped ends (vertical pipes above surface) and 3 mm perforations (5 cm
interspacing) and connected by U-bend pipe connectors at the inlet end
were used to distribute the wastewater onto each filter. At the inlet end,
the pipes were connected to an elevated insulated container for
distributing the wastewater by gravity. The design of the distribution was
such that accumulated solids in the pipes could be pressurised out
through the vertical ends by piping water either through the inlet end or
through one of the vertical ends. The vertical pipes also enabled aeration
and monitoring of hydraulic head. Outlet pipes from the beds were
connected to vertical PVC pipes (110 mm) installed at the end of each
bed for accumulating discharge, to make it possible to sample through
them during winter when the filters were covered by snow. Wastewater
from the nearby septic tank was pumped into the distribution tank at
timed intervals using a timer-regulated pump. This was intermittently
loaded onto the surface of each filter for a total surface HLR of 40 Lm2 -1
d .

3.2.5. Sampling and performance analysis

Both influent and effluent were grab-sampled from both treatment
systems twice a week until the end of the study. Samples were
characterised in terms of temperature, pH (using a SensIONTM PH31,
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Figure 9: Experimental design and picture of the constructed filter
beds comprising (left to right): sand (Sa), biochar-fortified sand
(SaBC) and biochar-fortified gas concrete (GCBC) filters

Hach®), turbidity (using a 2100P ISO Turbidity meter, Hach®),
orthophosphate (PO43-) and total phosphorus (TP) (using an
AutoAnalyzer 3, Seal Analytical Ltd.) and dissolved organic carbon
(DOC) (using a Shimadzu TOC-L Series, Shimadzu Corporation).
Measurements of temperature, pH and turbidity were performed on the
day of sampling, whereas DOC, PO43- and TP were measured later, after
many samples had been accumulated. Until the time of PO43-, TP and
DOC analysis, the samples were kept frozen. The DOC was only
determined in samples from the laboratory experiment. Cumulative
samples of the influent and effluent from the field experiment were later
were sent to a commercial laboratory for analysis of BOD5 and bacteria
(Escherichia coli and Enterococcus faecalis). Removal of micro-pollutants is
reported by Zhang et al (2017).
Samples for TP analysis were prepared by injecting them with H2SO4
(aq) and K2S2O8 (aq), autoclaving at 120 oC for two hours and cooling
before analysis. Both PO43- and TP were analysed colorimetrically
according to method G-103 by Seal Analytical Ltd. The method is based
on the principle of absorbance (at 880 nm wavelength) of spectra passed
through the blue molybdenum solution formed from the reaction
between PO43-, ammonium molybdate ((NH4)6Mo7O24.4H2O) and
ascorbic acid (C6H8O6). The instrument utilises sodium dodecyl sulphate
(C12H25NaO4S) as a surfactant and distilled water for between-sample
washing, to avoid excess drift and carryover during flow injection
analysis. The DOC was analysed based on the NPOC procedure of the
TOC-L Series instrument, which includes sampling, diluting, acidifying
the aliquot and sparging to remove alkalinity before injecting it in a
furnace (at 698 oC) for combustion and CO2 detection in a nondispersive infra-red (NDIR) unit. Ultimately, analyses of the different
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parameters were based on monthly means, which were obtained
statistically.

3.2.6 Statistical analysis
SPSS Statistics 21 (IBM) software was used for analysing data, of which
the statistics obtained included data normality (by Shapiro-Wilk test
tool), means and standard deviations, correlation (by Pearson product
moment) and linear regression analysis and significance levels of
performance parameters (applying Student’s T-test). In all analyses, the
probability of chance (α-value) occurrences was set at 5%. For the
performance efficiency (E) estimates, a mass balance approach was
applied. The E was calculated using equation 4.





E (%)  1  CCoi *100

(4)

where Ci and Co is the inlet and outlet concentration, respectively.

3.3 Assessment of leachable and extractable P from post-sorption media (IV)
After the sorption experiments, the media in both experiments were
excavated to assess the leachability and plant availability of the P they
contained. Each filter system was divided into 0.10 m depth sections,
each of which was sampled. Samples were air-dried before the tests,
which were performed using distilled water and ammonium lactate (AL)
solution as extractants. The AL method is a standard protocol (SS
028310) in Sweden (Ulén 2006; Schick et al., 2013) which is why it was
used. The AL solution was obtained from Department of Soil and
Environment at the Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences,
Sweden. Basically, it was composed of 0.01 M ammonium lactate
(NH4(C2H4(OH)COO)), dissolved in 0.4 M acetic acid (CH3COH) and
adjusted to pH 3.7.
The assessments were performed through batch and leaching
experimental procedures. In the batch test, 20 g samples of the material
were added to the extractant to prepare mixtures of 1:20 solid-to-liquid
ratio (w/v). The containers holding the mixture were placed on an endover-end shaker and rotated at 35 rpm for 1.5 hours. This was followed
by centrifuging and later filtering the supernatant to prepare samples for
PO43- analysis. As for the leaching test, only samples of the field
materials were used, while distilled water was the only liquid infiltrated
through them. The packing of materials in columns and surface HLR
(40 Lm-2d-1) were the same as in the sorption experiments. The amounts
of PO43- extracted from each depth section (qi) and total mass (Q) from
each filter system were calculated using equation 5 and equation 6,
respectively.
𝑞𝑖 = (𝐶𝑖 ∗ 𝑉𝑖 )/𝑚𝑠
(5)
𝐶𝑖 ∗𝑉𝑖

𝑄 = ∑(

𝑚𝑠

)

(6)

where Ci is the concentration of PO43- (mgL-1) from the ith layer, Vi is the
volume of solution (L) used for extraction and ms is mass of filter sample
(kg).
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1. Literature review findings (Paper I)
Several of the suggested RF media for removing certain types of
contaminants of concern (identified from both laboratory and field-scale
studies), are listed in Table 8.

4.1.1 Types and classification of RF media
The different types of RF media applied in full-scale plants which were
obtained from the literature and the different parameters which were
probed are compiled in Table 9.
In considering the type of materials from which they are made, the
suggested RF media were found to be of two types namely, biomassbased and mineral-based materials. Biomass-derived media are mainly
natural or anthropogenically modified carbon-rich products. Examples
included activated carbon, biochar, peat, wood chips and others. The
mineral-based RF media are mostly comprised of natural and modified
products whose structures comprise mostly of mineral compounds.
Examples included materials such as shell-sand, clays, slags and lava
sand and others (Table 8). In general, two properties characterizing both
biomass-derived and mineral-based RF media are apparent, that is,
porosity and reactive chemical components.
In many studies, it is indicated that thermal or chemical processes to
which source materials of RF media were exposed are responsible for
their high porosity (See Brogowski and Renman (2004) and Mohan et al
(2014) for example). With regard to biomass-based materials, whilst
some mainly derive their sorptive capacities from their physical
structures comprising of micro-pores, others comprise of functional
groups such as carboxyl (-OOH) and hydroxyl (-OH), which are highly
reactive (Yao et al, 2011; Morales et al, 2013). Anthracite, biochar and
activated carbon are the most common of such media (Metcalf & Eddy,
1991; Logsdon et al, 1985; Brewer et al., 2009). Depending on the
process conditions of production, biochar has been reported to be
capable of having from possess 7-400 m2/g specific surface area (Brewer
et al., 2009) while that for activated carbon ranges from 300-2000 m2/g
(Ali et al., 2012). The reactive behaviour of mineral-based RFs on the
other hand has been attributed to chemical instability and electrical
imbalances of their ionic compounds (According to Krauskopf and
Bird, 1995). The most common examples are those of P sorbents which
are mostly characterized by substantial contents of calcium (Ca), iron
(Fe), aluminium (Al) or magnesium (Mg) (Haynes, 2012) and ion
exchangers such as natural zeolites (Bruch et al 2011). In general,
mineral-based RF media seem to have predominant uses. Further, the
CoC for which there are many different types of RF media is P.

4.1.2. Types, sources and availability of the field-tested RF media
As shown, different types of RF media have been applied to treat
wastewater of different strengths, for instance, wastewater generated by
households, communities, municipal establishments, institutions and
other purposes such storm-water treatment. Many of them seemed to
predominate in certain plants. It is believed their use or availability in
such places is strongly link with availability of sources or parent
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Table 8: Different types of reactive filter media suggested for removing
contaminants of concern
CoC
Total P

Sorbent
Zeolite-rich lava sand
Slags (EAF, BFS, SMS)

Laterite
Red mud
Phoslock
Limestone, dolomite,
sand, marl, fly ash
Wollastonite

Reference(s)
Bruch et al, 2011
Shilton et al, 2006; Barca et al, 2013; Weber
et al, 2007
Renman and Renman, 2010; Nihlsson et al,
2013;
Rodriguez Gomez, 2016
Browne and Jenssen, 2005; Heistad et al,
2006;
Korkusuz et al, 2007; Öövel et al, 2007
Søvik and Kløve, 2005
Yao et al, 2011; Morales et al, 2013; Zeng et
al, 2013;
Dalahmeh et al, 2014; Gupta et al, 2016;
Trazzi et al, 2016
Heal et al, 2005
Arias et al, 2003
Oğuz et al, 2003; Renman and Renman,
2012,
Rodriguez Gomez, 2016
Wood and McAtamney, 1996
Bhatnagar et al, 2011
Haghseresht et al, 2009
Johansson, 1998 (review)

Total N

Zeolite-rich lava sand
Shell sand
LWA
Wood chips, peat and
coconut coir media

Vohla et al., 2009 (review)
Bruch et al., 2011
Søvik and Kløve, 2005
Browne and Jenssen, 2005; Öövel et al,
2007
Smith 2008; Chang et al, 2010

Pathogens

FiltraliteP®

Polonite
LECA (Filtralite®,
FIBO)
Shell sand
Biochar
Ochre
Calcite product
Gas concrete

Gas concrete
NH4

Metals

Biochar
Lava sand
LWA
Biochar
Natural zeolite
Biochar
Polonite®
Activated carbon
Natural zeolite

DOC

LWA
Granular activated
carbon
Gas concrete

SOCs

Biochar

Browne and Jenssen, 2005; Heistad et al,
2006; Jenssen et al, 2010
Nihlsson et al, 2013; Rodriguez-Gomez,
2016,
Mohanty et al, 2014
Bruch et al, 2011
Öövel et al, 2007; Jenssen et al, 2010;
Saleh et al, 2012; Zeng et al, 2013;
Dalahmeh et al, 2014; Wang and Peng,
2010
Mohan et al, 2014 (review); Inyang et al,
2012; Bailey et al, 1999; Kołodyńska et al,
2012
Renman et al, 2009
Bailey et al, 1999
Wand and Peng, 2010
Browne and Jenssen, 2005
Katsoyiannis and Samara, 2007
Nihlsson et al, 2013
Renman and Renman, 2012; Rodriguez
Gomez, 2016
Rebitanim et al, 2012; Wang et al, 2016;
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Activated carbon
Natural zeolite
Biochar

USEPA, 1991
Wang and Peng, 2010
Reddy et al, 2014; Ahmad et al, 2014;
Mohan et al, 2014
Bailey et al, 1999
Shang et al, 2015
Rattanapan et al, 2009

Activated carbon
Biochar
Granular activated
carbon

Table 9: Comparison of particle and performance properties of reactive filter
(RF) media used in filter units by single households and communities or
municipalities
RF material

d
(mm)

Ø

D
(m)

A
(m2)

Reactive
species

Removal
efficiency

References

Lava sand
(Germany)

<5

0.5

0.8

50

Zeolite

TP: 93%
NH4-N:
97%

Bruch et
al., 2011

Electric arc
furnace slag
(Sestao, Spain)

20-40

0.5

0.5

12

Fe2O3:
44%
CaO:
26%

TP: 37%

Barca et al.,
2013

Basic oxygen
furnace slag
(Fos Sur Mer,
France)

20-40

0.5

0.5

12

Fe2O3:
27%
CaO:
55%

TP: 62%

Barca et al.,
2013

Filtralite – prefilter
Filtralite – main
filter (Maxit Leca
Rælingen, Norway)

2-4
0-4

-

1.2

3.4

CaO

TP: 99%
TN: 30%
E. coli:
100%

Heistad et
al., 2006;
Jensen et
al., 2010

Shell sand-prefilter
Shell sand– main
filter (Fosen
skjellsand,
Vallersund,
Norway)

>1
<1

0.45

0.5
0.75

0.05
0.9

Ca: 40%

TP: 93%

Søvik &
Kløve,
2005

Polonite
(Bioptech AB,
Sweden)

2-5.6

0.4

0.6

1.6

CaO

TP: 89%
Mg: 95%

Renman
Renman,
2009, 2010

Steel melter slag
(Glenbrook Steel
mill, New
Zealand)

0-20

-

0.5

2883
*10

CaO:
16%
Al2O3:
18%

TP: 77%
NH4-N:
63%

Shilton et
al., 2006

Filtralite®P prefilter
Filtralite®P -main
filter (Denmark,
Finland,
Norway, Sweden)

2-10
0-4

-

0.6
1

3.4-7
40

Ca

TP: 94%
TN: 65%
E. coli:
100%

Jenssen et
al., 2010

FiltraliteP prefilter
Filtralite-P -main
filter (Maxit Leca
Rælingen, Norway)

0.5-4
0.5-4

-

1
1

90
100

Ca

TP: 97%
TCB:
80%

Browne
Jenssen,
2005;
Føllesdal,
2005

Crushed marble

0-3

-

2

5000

CaO

TP: 97%

Gervin &
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TN: 81%
NH4-N:
99%

Brix, 2001

Calcite product
(Dalmolin AS,
Denmark)

2

-

0.7

0.13*
3

Ca

TP: 75%

Arias et al.,
2003

LWA1 FIBO –
Prefilter 1
LWA FIBO –
Prefilter 2
LWA FIBO -Main
filter (Estonia)

10-20
2-4
2-4

-

0.5
0.3
0.9

216

Ca
Mg

TP: 87%
NH4-N:
77%
TN: 63%

Öövel et
al., 2007

Blast furnace
granulated slag,
(Kardemir Iron
and Steel Ltd.,
Turkey)

<3

0.5

0.3

30

CaO:
33%
Al2O3:
12%

TP: 47%

Korkusuz
et al., 2007

Ochre
(Polkemmet Mine
WTP,
Berwickshire, UK)

0.6

Fe2O3

TP: 27%

Heal et al.,
2005

Electric arc
furnace slag

5-14

1Lightweight

216

0.3

-

0.3

175

Weber et
al., 2007

clay aggregate

materials in them. Examples of these are FiltraliteP® in Norway, shell
sand in countries with access to seas (Søvik and Kløve, 2005), Polonite®
in Poland where the parent material opoka is mined (Brogowski and
Renman, 2004), Scandinavian countries where Polonite® is distributed
and slags from iron and steel manufacture are produced (Korkusuz et al,
2007; Barca et al, 2013), Phoslock in Australia, and so on. To a great
extent, the enforcement of discharge limits for SWTs such as in Europe
(Somogyi et al, 2009), is believed to play a greater role in influencing
their uses since they seem to be the only affordable solutions for
removing substances requiring application of chemical processes.

4.1.3. Sizing RF media in different treatment plants
Cucarella and Renman (2009) pointed out that there are no universal
guidelines on sizing and design of RF media. The wide range of particle
sizes of the media reviewed proved this. An important observation and
perhaps the reason why particle sizes can vary from study to study was
the difference in particle sizes of media used for pre-treatment and final
effluent polishing. Media with large particle size were mostly employed
for pre-treatment, for example by Jenssen et al (2010) and Öövel et al
(2007). On the other hand, media with smaller particles, some of which
were even <1 mm, were mostly employed for final effluent polishing,
wherein several other treatment units preceded them. This means that
particle sizes were determined on the assumption that the total solids
would have been removed at that stage. From the compilation made, the
modal and median particle sizes were estimated to be 2 mm and 3.6 mm.
These fell within the 2-4 mm particle size range recommended by
Cucarella and Renman (2009).
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The porosity in most studies was in the range 0.4-0.5, which implies that
the media did not differ much in terms of porosity. Further analysis
showed that certain media with smaller particles had the same porosity
as others with coarse grains. An example of this was lava sand with
particles of <5 mm in Bruch et al. (2011), whose porosity (50%) was the
same as that of electric arc furnace slag of particle size range 20-40 mm
in Barca et al (2013). This highlights the importance of the structure of
RF media.

4.1.4. Installation, operation and reported performances of RF
In some systems, the filter materials were kept in compact containers
and operated as stand-alone units. In such cases, the filter unit was
either incorporated at the outlet of an existing septic tank, for example
Polonite® in Renman and Renman (2010), or as pre-filters (see Søvik
and Kløve, 2005). It can also be installed as a layer of a filtration unit or
wetland as was the case of lava sand filter in a wetland studied in Bruch
et al. (2011) and Gervin and Brix (2001). Compact filter units are
common in systems for single households, whereas the incorporation of
filter units as layers, are common in larger treatment systems (i.e. for
communities, institutions, etc.). An example of a design by Heistad et al
(2006), in which Filtralite® was incorporated in a filter bed constructed
at the end of a septic tank, is shown in Figure 10. Pictures of Polonite®
filters viewed during the field visits are also shown in Figure 11 to
illustrate how the filters may be installed in general.
Apart from chemical composition, particle size and hydraulic properties,
other factors seemed to be more important in performances of RF
media in full-scale systems. The most notable were operation mode (upflow versus down-flow), number of pre-treatment stages before the
main filter unit, type of technology used for pre-treatment, and housing
of the RF. Some studies tended to report the aggregate performance of
the whole system as if it were that of the RF alone. For instance, in Arias
et al. (2003) 65% of P was removed by sand in the vertical flow pre-filter
unit before it reached the main filter (calcite). Many other studies applied
up-flow designs in their systems, for instance, Barca et al (2013) and
Søvik and Kløve (2005) (Table 9). Though this has implications such as
need for constant monitoring and prompt replacement to avoid
clogging, it was seldom alluded to.
system (Heistad et al, 2006).

Figure 10: Illustration of how a reactive filter can be incorporated in a
septic system (adapted from Heistad et al, 2006)
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Figure 11: Polonite® filter in operation at Hallstavik (Sweden), b)
Polonite® Filters operating in series in a plant for a hotel at Knivsta
(Sweden), c) Housing the filter in a concrete vessel at Lovön (Sweden)
and hard PVC container at Hallstavik (Sweden)

In another case, the shell sand filter in Søvik and Kløve (2005) was
seemingly more effective (93%) in P removal than Polonite® (89%) in
Renman and Renman (2010), although both contained significant
amounts of CaO (36-40%) and treated a similar type of wastewater. The
type of material used for pre-treatment, that is, ordinary sand in Renman
and Renman (2010) and shell sand in Søvik and Kløve (2005), may have
been the cause of variation in their performances. Another example of
this is found in Jenssen et al. (2010), where part of the lightweight clay
aggregate (LWA) used for pre-treatment removed much of the TP and
bacteria, thus enabling the main filter to achieve up to 99% P and 100%
bacteria removal of the portion remaining. Sufficient pre-treatment of
the wastewater before reaching granulated RF media must be
emphasised, especially for subsurface systems. However, designs with
many treatment units, as described in Browne and Jenssen (2005), may
be costly.
In terms of removal mechanisms, certain properties of the RF media
were attributed to the removal processes. Examples of these were
removal of NH4-N by zeolite-containing sand through ion exchange
(97%) in Bruch et al. (2011); P removal by adsorption to CaO (93%) in
shell sand (Søvik and Kløve, 2005), in Fe2O3 (62%) in basic oxygen
furnace slag (Barca et al, 2013) and by precipitation (99%) with Ca in
Filtralite P® (Jenssen et al, 2010); and bacteria annihilation (100%) by
high pH (12.8) in Filtralite P®. Essentially, these findings indicate the
importance of knowledge of the nature of different RF materials, their
pH and the manner in which targeted contaminants may therefore be
removed.
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4.1.5. Versatile ubiquitous RF media
In addition to other criteria applied for distinguishing the potential of
different media in upgrading SWT, the ability to remove many CoCs in
one application was also considered. However, it was not certain as to
whether some of the materials were capable of doing so since it was not
indicated whether they were assessed in that regard. In all those which
did, BOD was greatly reduced by almost all the media tested.
Furthermore, zeolites, biochars and FiltraliteP® seemed to dominate in
terms of the number of contaminants they were said to remove.
However, by comparing these media in terms the number of
contaminants each RF could remove, type, availability and possible costs
of source materials, simplicity of design and risks associated with use,
biochar seemed to be most advantageous. As was also revealed by
Reddy et al (2013) and Mohan et al (2014), biochar was found to appear
in almost all categories of RFs capable of removing different
contaminants (Table 8).
Overview of application of Biochar for wastewater treatment
The name biochar owes its origin to previous studies focusing on the
nature of Amazonian dark earths (ADE) (or terra preta de indio), which are
soils believed to have been enriched by addition of char to poor soils in
the Amazonian region by ancient indigenous cultures (Glaser et al,
2001). In addition to its ability to enrich soils, biochar has also been
observed to be effective in immobilising nutrients and other chemicals
such as SOCs in percolating runoff (Taghizadeh-Toosi et al, 2012; Jindo
et al, 2014). Insights into these effects have also led to emerging use of
biochar in wastewater treatment, where many recent studies have shown
it to be capable of trapping organic and inorganic pollutants (Mohan et
al, 2014; Reddy et al, 2014).
Biochar can be produced from a wide variety of biomass and using
different methods of production, among which pyrolysis (slow or fast)
and gasification are common. The biomass may range from products
obtained from nature, such as trees or tree barks, to agricultural residues
such as sugar beet tailings or bagasse, and domestic waste such as
banana peels or peanut shells. Under slow pyrolysis, the feedstock is
thermally decomposed at around 1-20 oC min-1 heating rate to a
temperature range of 400-600 oC, while fast pyrolysis can be performed
at 1000 oC s-1 to a temperature range of 400-550 oC, which means that
the biochar is produced within a short time. The temperature for
gasification is usually in the range 750-1500 oC. At this high temperature,
most of the biomass is converted to ash and gases (Brewer et al, 2009).
Therefore, this means that the latter process is not appropriate for
production of biochar needed for wastewater treatment applications, as
most of the feedstock is turned into gases such as syngas and ash.
Many examples of applications of biochar in removing different
pollutants can be found in the literature. A few of those include
adsorption of NH4-N by peanut hull biochar (Saleh et al, 2012) and
biochar from Monterey Pine wood chips (Taghizadeh-Toosi et al, 2012),
P removal by biochar from sugar beet tailings (Yao et al, 2011) and
Phragmites sp. and other plants (Zeng et al, 2013), heavy metals (Inyang
et al, 2012; Kołodyńska et al, 2012), organic compounds (Rebitanim et
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al, 2012; Wang et al, 2016) and pathogens (Mohanty and Boehm, 2014;
Reddy et al, 2014) from wastewater. As noted by Mohan et al (2014),
biochar can be produced from different types of organic materials of
various origin such as agricultural waste, sludge from MWT plants,
bones, wood, grass and so on. However, most of the biochars applied
for wastewater treatment are derived from plants. The reason could be
that other sources such as MWT sludge can have some contaminants
such as heavy metals which may pose a risk of leaching to the treated
wastewater.
Characterisation studies carried out in some studies, such as those by
Yao et al (2011), Wang et al (2015) and Yargicoglu et al (2015), provide
insights suggesting that the chemical content and porosity of biochar
contribute to its capability to remove contaminants. Using various
analytical instruments such as Fourier transform infrared (FTIR)
spectroscopy, X-ray diffraction (XRD) and solid-state 13C nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR), development of aromatic functionality and
porosity in biochar under pyrolysis conditions of >400 oC has been
reported in studies by e.g. Brewer et al (2009), Yao et al. (2011) and
Wang et al (2015). Essentially, observations from the literature show
that biochar can provide favourable surfaces to which microorganisms
can attach and degrade organic matter, and in so doing reduce their
transport to subsequent systems. Other types of biochar can have high
pH that may be unfavourable to microorganisms and thus annihilate
them. The biochar used by Yao et al (2011) was found to have a MgO
content which reacted with P from wastewater and hence removed it.
Essentially, this demonstrates that some biochar can have the chemical
components needed for reacting with and adsorbing dissolved
substances in wastewater. However, although many studies have shown
biochar to be capable of immobilising many contaminants, no single
study has applied it in full-scale wastewater treatment. Based on the
findings in the literature, it could be said that, if further explored,
especially in full-scale wastewater treatment, biochar may prove to be a
promising solution for enhancing the performance of inefficient SWT
systems.

4.2. Findings from practical experimental tests of the media
Findings from the laboratory and field experiments are summarised in
this section. However, to understand how the filter materials may have
treated wastewater, it is important that their chemical composition is
first understood.

4.2.1. Elemental composition of the filter media
Data on elemental composition of the different test media is provided in
Table 10, for ease of comparison of media before and after treating
wastewater.
As shown, the mineral-based media sand and gas concrete had the
highest content of silicon (Si) and the cations Al, Ca and Fe, which are
important precursors in chemical processes governing P sorption. The
content of Si and Ca in the gas concrete was high compared with that
reported by Renman and Renman (2010) and Guan et al (2013), who
found it to be characterised by a high content of the calcium silicate
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Table 10: Elemental composition of the sand (Sa), biochar (BC) and
gas concrete (GC) media when fresh and post-sorption (P-S)
Element
(mgkgTS-1)
Si
Al
Ca
Fe
K
Mg
Mn
Na
P
Ti
As
Ba
TS (%)
LOI 1000
oC, (%TS)

Sa
(fresh)
324000
75400
13700
12900
38000
3660
276
21500
272
1190

Sa
(P-S)
342000
68800
14400
13900
34600
4800
292
19400
311
1150

693
99.9
10.1

636
99.8
12.0

BC
(fresh)
326
69.4
1540
<60
<70
362
209
<30
164
2.58
<0.4
26.2
97.8
0.7

BC
(P-S)
850
284
1540
<100
155
289
194
80.6
205
7.01
<0.4
25.4
97.3
0.8

GC
(fresh)
311000
7230
138000
4070
2850
2170
83.3
891
144
419

GC
(P-S)
289000
7970
122000
4320
2890
2150
100
1070
2750
411

78.7
97.9
1.1

81.9
97.8
1.1

hydrate (CSH) mineral tobermorite (Ca5Si6O16(OH)2.7H2O). Biochar, on
the other hand, contained less of these cations. However, its Ca and Mg
were fairly substantial. Also interesting was the comparison of
proportions of P in the media before and after treating the wastewater,
which showed that P concentration had increased in all media by the
end of the sorption experiment.

4.2.2. Discharge from the filter systems
The porosity of materials of the same type used in the laboratory and
field experiments differed slightly. In general, the CFB materials had
higher porosity than the PBR materials. The cause of this was believed
to be the difference in particle sizes of the media, especially the gas
concrete-biochar and sand-biochar CFBs, whose grain size range was in
the range 1-80 mm. For every wastewater dose loaded, they started to
discharge in <15 mins, which is a clear sign of high permeability.
Compared with the sand PBR, whose smallest particle size 2 mm, the
sand in the CFB comprised particles as small as 0.5 mm, hence its longer
HRT. Considering that the CFB beds were operated underground, larger
particles were used to avoid the risk of clogging. Therefore, due to the
presence of large pores created by large particles in the gas concretebiochar (GCBC) CFB, the peak discharge from that system was
occurred in <20 minutes after being dosed. It was clear from this that
part of the wastewater load passed through it by preferential flow. That
in turn meant that the gas concrete-biochar filter did not have sufficient
contact with wastewater, which possibly compromised its potential to
remove much of the contaminants, especially P. This was seen as one of
the challenges in sizing RF media for subsurface systems. Systems which
were found to have been designed similarly to this were those by
Heistad et al (2006), Jenssen et al (2010), Öövel et al (2007) and
Korkusuz et al (2007). Particle sizes of media used in those studies were
even smaller than those in this thesis. However, those studies seldom
highlighted the importance of adopting and implementing such designs.
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4.2.3 The pH of influents and effluents
Before they were used for the wastewater, all fresh media had pH that
was above neutral. During the treatment process, all the filters in both
experimental setups produced effluent with high pH. In general, there
were clear distinctions between pH of effluent for the different filters in
the systems. The measured pH in effluents from both the PBRs and
CFBs is shown in Table 11.
In all experiments, the gas concrete effluent had the highest pH (pH 9),
while sand had the lowest (7.7-7.3). The high effluent pH for gas
concrete related well to the pH of the fresh gas concrete (Table 11) and
its high Ca content (Table 10). Similarly to biochar effluent, which had
higher pH than sand effluent, the biochar-fortified sand material (SaBC)
also produced an effluent with a slightly higher pH, thus indicating a
possible influence of the biochar on chemical processes in the sandbiochar system. Similarly to Ca, Mg is also known to cause high pH in
water (Gustafsson et al, 2012). Therefore, it was suspected that the Mg
content of biochar contributed significantly to its high effluent pH. One
other peculiar observation pertaining to pH of inlet wastewater for
PBRs was that it tended to drop as the wastewater was kept longer
without being supplemented with fresh additions. Since nothing else was
physically added, this drop in pH may have been caused by CO2
diffusion and dissolution in the stored wastewater. Biodegradation
processes, on the other hand, possibly contributed to reducing pH
through production of organic acids.
In general, CFBs had lower pH in the effluent than PBRs, which
highlights the importance of the design of filter media and the
environmental conditions under which they are operated. First, smaller
particle sizes would certainly provide more surface area, exposing more
sorption sites to contaminants and hence creating more chance of
chemical reactions. Second, media with smaller particle size often have
higher pore volumes and thus hold more wastewater, reaching higher
saturation levels before discharging it than those with coarse grains. As
indicated earlier, the CFBs were equipped with perforated pipes which
extended above the ground. Therefore, air might have diffused into the
coarse-grained biochar-fortified sand and gas concrete CFB media and
thus lowered the pH of their effluents through CO2 dissolution.

4.2.4. Turbidity reduction
Instead of suspended solids, turbidity was monitored as an indicator of
gross solids removal to avoid exposing samples to risks of
contamination. Mean measured turbidity in influent and effluent of both
PBRs and CFBs is presented in Table 12.
As Table 12 shows, the inlet wastewater was generally turbid, with a
mean turbidity of about 140 NTU. However, this value tended to
increase in summer due to increased activities during holiday periods
and more wastewater generation in the households. The highest
turbidity recorded during that time was 907 NTU. Regardless of the
high inlet turbidity, none of the filters in either experiment showed
tendencies of clogging by the end of the studies. An example of
turbidity trends in the influent and effluent of CFBs is shown in Figure
12.
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Table 11: Measured pH ± standard deviation in influents and effluents of
sand (Sa), gas concrete (GC), biochar (BC), sand-biochar (SaBC) and
gas concrete-biochar (GCBC) packed bed reactors (PBRs) and
constructed filter beds (CFBs)
System
PBR
CFB

Influent
7.5±0.2
7.3 ± 0.2

Sa
7.7±0.2
7.3 ± 0.5

SaBC
7.9±0.3
7.5 ± 0.4

GCBC
8.9±0.3
7.9 ± 0.2

BC
8.0±0.4

GC
9.0±0.2

Table 12: Mean measured turbidity ± standard deviation (NTU) in influent and
effluent of sand (Sa), gas concrete (GC), biochar (BC), sand-biocahr (SaBC) and
gas concrete-biochar (GCBC) packed bed reactors (PBRs) and constructed filter
beds (CFBs)
Filter
PBR
CFB

Influent
141±111
142.6 ± 58.1

Sa
2±1
6.9 ± 4.3

SaBC
1±0
6.9 ± 4.3

GCBC
1±0
13.7 ± 11.1

BC
1±0

GC
1±0

As the diagram shows, all the CFB beds clarified the wastewater to a
mean turbidity of <10 NTU. The most surprising results were found for
the PBRs, all of which achieved turbidity of 1 NTU. In both cases, the
level of clarification was generally acceptable according to WHO (2011)
guidelines on drinking water quality. The factor of smaller pore sizes
associated with smaller particles clearly played an essential role in this
regard. Statistical analysis showed that, at such a rate of wastewater
clarification, the filter achieved >95% efficiency in turbidity reduction. It
therefore follows that the filter materials were highly effective in
reducing concentrations of suspended solids substances causing colour,
such as dissolved organic matter and synthetic organics. As Figure 12
also shows, the effluent turbidity of all CFB systems seemed to decrease
even further towards the end of the study period. Even the gas
concrete-biochar filter, which originally produced a turbid effluent,
improved in turbidity reduction towards the end. This shows that the
amounts of absorbed particulates and organic matter in those media had

Figure 12: Trend over time in turbidity determined in the influent and
effluent of constructed filter beds (CFBs) containing sand (Sa), sandbiochar (SaBC) and gas concrete-biochar (GCBC).
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increased, thus reducing their pore size and hence improving their
sieving efficiency (Achak et al, 2009). The design of the field experiment
in this study was almost similar to that in Rodgers et al (2006) who
desingned a hybrid filter system to reduce the risk of clogging of
intermittent sand filters. In that study, a deep horizontal biofilter reactor
of stratified sand was retrofitted with a stack of horizontal corrugated
PVC sheets which were placed over the sand. It is reported that the layer
of PVC sheets proved to be effective by providing surfaces to which
biofilm could grow and thus enhance the removal of organic and
suspended growth by up to 94%. It is believed that the biochar in this
study did the same as has been seen from the comparison of the
efficiency of the reference sand (Sa) filter and the sand-biochar (Sa-BC)
filter in which case the latter constantly achieved a turbidity reduction
efficiency of >96% (<5 NTU all the time).

4.2.5. DOC removal
Measured values of mean DOC (with standard deviation) in the influent
and effluent of the PBRs are presented in Table 13.
The trend in the monthly mean measured DOC in all water streams is
shown in Figure 13.
The influent DOC ranged between 21 and 33 mgL-1. Similarly to
turbidity, influent DOC was almost stable most of the time, but peaked
in summer (July-August, 2014). Thus the DOC peak also coincided with
increased wastewater volumes during that time, indicating that the
amount of organic waste generation from the households was high.
Apart from in the gas concrete-biochar reactor, DOC concentrations in
effluent from PBRs was initially slightly >10 mgL-1, but improved later.
This was probably attributable to organic matter accumulating on the
media, which ultimately formed a biomat that increased the absorption
efficiency of the media, but also provided colonies for bacteria and
hence more DOC biodegradation (Kang et al, 2007). Statistical analysis
revealed that the mean efficiency of the sand, gas concrete, biochar,
sand-biochar and gas concrete-biochar filters in reducing DOC
concentrations was 52%, 62%, 60%, 58% and 60%, respectively. This
means that almost all the filter media (except sand) were equally
effective. Student’s T-test results revealed a significant difference
(p=0.034) between mean DOC in sand and sand-biochar effluent, thus
showing that the presence of biochar boosted the capacity of sand in
DOC removal.
As pointed out by Katsoyiannis and Samara (2007), the timing of
sampling can also contribute to fluctuations in DOC measurements. In
their study, they often observed DOC concentrations in samples
obtained on Mondays to be lower than on other days. Based on this, an
influence in the slight fluctuations observed in both influent and effluent
Table 13: Mean measured dissolved organic carbon (DOC)
concentration (with standard deviation, mgL-1) in influent and effluent of
the sand (Sa), sand-biochar (SaBC), gas concrete-biochar GCBC),
biochar and gas concrete (GC) packed bed reactors (PBRs)
Source
PBR

Influent
25.3±2.8

Sa
12.1±2.3

SaBC
10.6±1.2

Effluent
GCBC
10.0±1.5

BC
10.1±1.6

GC
9.4±2.0
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Figure 13: Trend over time in dissolved organic carbon (DOC)
concentration measured in inlet wastewater and in effluent
from sand (Sa), gas concrete (GC), biochar (BC), sand-biochar
(SaBC) and gas concrete-biochar (GCBC) packed bed reactors
(PBRs).
DOC could be expected. Yet another important factor highlighting the
difference between a laboratory and field experiment was the fact that as
wastewater in the distribution tank was kept without being topped with
fresh wastewater, its DOC concentration tended to decline, thus
showing that DOC was being consumed by micro-organisms as a
carbon source.

4.2.6. Phosphorus Removal
The mean values of PO43- in influents and effluent of PBRs and CFBs
for the entire study period are shown in Table 14.
Influent PO43- was generally the same (about 6.4 mgL-1) in all
experiments. However, as both Table 14 and Figure 14 show, PBRs
were generally more effective in trapping PO43- than CFBs. In all
experiments, all treatment systems with gas concrete dominated, while
sand was the least effective material in trapping PO43-. The data on PO43compared well with the chemical composition analysis (Table 10), which
showed that the original P content of GC (144 mgkg-1) increased to
2750 mgkg-1 after being used to treat wastewater. As can be seen in the
diagram for PBRs (diagram at the top in Figure 14), the PO43- amounts
in the gas concrete and gas concrete-biochar effluents was almost always
<0.5 mgL-1. Therefore, much of the P must have been adsorbed by the
Ca mineral in the reactors containing gas concrete (Oğuz et al, 2003;
Berg et al, 2006). There seemed to be a slight increase in PO43concentrations in effluent of all filter media towards the end of the study
period, signalling a reduction in availability of sorption sites in these.
The PO43- concentrations in influents and effluents fluctuated
substantially. There was a tendency for the PO43- concentration in
influent of CFBs to increase slightly in response to increased activity in
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Table 14. Mean ± standard deviation of orthophosphate (PO43-) concentration (mgL-1)
in influent and effluent of the sand (Sa), gas concrete (GC), biochar (BC), sandbiochar (SaBC) and gas concrete-biochar (GCBC) packed bed reactors (PBRs) and
constructed filter beds (CFBs) and removal efficiency for the entire study period

System Influent
PBR 6.1±0.7
CFB 6.42±0.82

Sa
3.9±0.9
5.13±1.28

SaBC
3.3±1.0
4.73±1.27

GCBC
0.2±0.1
3.83±0.90

BC
3.5±1.11

GCBC
0.2±0.1

Figure 6: Trends over time in of phosphate (PO43-) concentration in
influent (In) and effluent of the sand (Sa), gas concrete (GC), biochar
(BC), sand-biochar (Sa), gas concrete-biochar (GCBC) and sand-gas
concrete-biochar (SaGCBC) in (left) packed bed reactors (PBRs) and
(right) constructed filters (CFBs).
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the household during the warm season. However, this was slightly
different from the PBRs, which experienced a drop in influent
concentration during the same period. This was a time when fresh
wastewater was not regularly added to the distribution tank as before.
Without their sources of food being replenished, microorganisms
possibly consumed part of the PO43- in the stored wastewater, thus
reducing its concentration (Gustafsson et al, 2008). Amongst the graphs
for PBRs (Figure 14), that showing the trend in PO43- concentration in
effluent from the combined sand-gas concrete-biochar (SaGCBC)
reactor indicates that this system was also able to lower the influent
PO43- concentration to <2 mgL-1. However, the efficacy of the system
was slightly less than that of gas concrete alone or fortified with biochar.
Thus it is possible that the sand in the SaGCBC reactor contributed less
to the overall performance.
Based on total volume of pre-treated wastewater loaded onto each filter,
i.e. 25.14 L for PBRs and 12420 L for CFBs, and mean influent PO43- in
both studies, the total PO43- mass loaded onto each PBR and CFB was
153 mg and 5700 mg PO43- respectively. Statistical analysis indicated that
the gas concrete, biochar, sand-biochar and gas concrete-biochar PBRs
ultimately sorbed about 55.4, 148.4, 65.4, 70.4 and 148.3 mg,
respectively. The sand, sand-biochar and gas concrete-biochar CFBs, on
the other hand, sorbed 15500 mg, 20500 mg and 32300 mg, respectively.
Therefore as shown in Table 14, all filter units with gas concrete were
most effective in P removal (up to 96%). The composite SaGCBC
combination achieved 84% removal (129.5 mg), which was slightly less
than the performance of the gas concrete-biochar filter. Therefore,
comparing the efficiency of GCC and SaGCBC, and of Sa and SaBC, it
could be said that the sand was generally poor in contributing to the
combined sorption effect of the materials. Using Levene’s test of
equality of variance and paired T-test, the mean removal efficiency of
the sand-biochar was found to be significantly different (p=0.022) from
that of sand, thus suggesting that it contributed to its performance in P
removal. Using data from the PBRs, the linear regression model also
revealed that 85% of the variation in PO43- sorption in the sand-biochar
effluent was explained by variation in its pH, while only 53% was
explained for sand. Therefore, the results in general showed that biochar
generally enhanced the performance of sand media in removing P from
the wastewater.

4.2.7 Removal of other contaminants
Towards the end of the field study, cumulative (24 hour) samples of the
influent and effluents of the filters in the field experiment were acquired
and sent to the ALS Scandinavia commercial Laboratory (Sweden) for
assessment of BOD5 and bacteria (Escherichia coli and Enterecoccus
faecalis). The data from that analysis is presented in Table 15.
These findings revealed more capabilities of the biochar in the field
experiment. Though all other filters reduced the BOD and bacteria
satisfactorily, Table 15 shows the SaBC dominated in the removal of all
the contaminants. As was mentioned earlier, the biochar might have
acted as an organic biofilter and thus trapping much of the organic
matter form the wastewater and also providing a conducive
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Table 15: Measures of 5-day biological oxygen demand (BOD5), Escherichia
coli and Enterecoccus faecalis in influent and effluents of the field sand (Sa),
sand-biochar (SaBC) and gas concrete-biochar (GCBC) filters
Parameter (& % reduction)
BOD5 (mgL-1)
E. coli (CFU/100 mL)
Enterecoccus faecalis (CFU/100
mL)

Inlet
94.3
85000
89000

Sa
2.8 (97.0%)
1000 (98%)
700 (99%)

SaBC
1.1(98.8)
160 (99%)
74 (99%)

GCBC
8.8 (90.7%)
16000 (81%)
9300 (89%)

environment for the bacteria to colonize (Rodgers et al, 2006). It is clear
from the results that the presence of biochar in the SaBC enhanced its
efficacy to remove these contaminants. These results confirm findings in
earlier studies (e.g. Mohanty et al, 2014; and Morales et al, 2013) who
observed that the presence of biochar in soils often improves their
organic matter content as well as attracts micro-organisms, and thus
leads to enhanced biomass mineralization. In general, basing on findings
in the previous sections as well as these results, it is easy to see that this
proves biochar’s characterisation as a versatile material.

4.3. Phosphorus leachability and extraction from fortified filter media (IV)
4.3.1. Leachable phosphorus
A steady amount of 2 mgL-1 PO43- was leached from the gas concretebiochar filter column during most of the time. The amounts leached
from the sand and sand-biochar filters initially increased, to a peak of
between 7 and 10 mgL-1 within 8-10 days. After the 31 days of testing,
the sand, sand-biochar and gas concrete-biochar had leached
approximately 21.9, 21.6 and only 5.8 mg PO43-, respectively. Therefore,
sand and sand-biochar had higher potential to leach P than the gas
concrete and gas concrete-biochar filters. This means if the sand-based
filters had been discarded into the surroundings, they could have
leached P in amounts large enough to trigger eutrophication if infiltrated
with rainwater. After adsorbing more P than the other filters, the gas
concrete-biochar could have been expected to leaching more. However,
as the results showed, it leached the least amount. The leachability of P
from the different filter systems showed how strongly the P was bound
in each of them. For instance, the low amount of leached P from gas
concrete and gas concrete-biochar showed that it may have been
strongly bound to them and therefore not easy to dissolve. However, as
reported by Li et al (2013), there is a risk that the infiltrating water may
have little contact with the media, which may be true since the gas
concrete-biochar particles were very course and thus allowed
preferential flows through this material.

4.3.2 Extractable phosphorus
Water-extractable phosphorus
Total amounts and contributions by the layers of each filter to waterextractable PO43- is shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 15: Amounts of orthophosphate (PO43-) extracted from different layers
of the sand (Sa), gas concrete (GC), biochar (BC), sand-biochar (SaBC) and
gas concrete-biochar (GCBC) layers in (left) packed bed reactors (PBRs) and
(right) constructed filter beds (CFBs).

The height of each bar represents the total amount of P extracted by
distilled water. By comparing lengths of different sections of a particular
bar, it can easily be determined which depth contributed more to
extractable phosphorus. As shown, about 34, 63, 53, 30 and 48 mgkg-1
of PO43- was extracted from the sand, sand-biochar, gas concretebiochar, gas concrete and biochar PBRs, respectively, while 21, 31 and
34 mgkg-1 was extracted from the sand, sand-biochar and gas concretebiochar CFBs, respectively. The amount of extracted P decreased with
increasing depth. Distilled water-extractable P (DW-P) was extracted
from all depth sections of the sand and biochar PBRs. Moreover, all of
the 30 mgkg-1 extracted from the gas concrete PBR was sorbed in the
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0.00-0.20 m layer, while almost nothing was extracted from the 0.400.50 m layer. This essentially meant that the PO43- mass transfer zone
(MTZ) in this reactor was still high and therefore far from reaching
breakthrough, while MTZ had already reached the bottom layer.
In a study by Eveborn et al (2012), extracted P from layers of different
soil infiltration beds was found to be the same for some soils, thus
indicating the weakness of soils at attenuating P in percolating
wastewater. The results in this thesis also revealed differences in the
sorption capacity of the media tested, where those with high P sorption
index, such as gas concrete, tended to attenuate all P before it reached
the bottom layers. Considerable amounts were extracted from all depth
sections of CFBs (right-hand diagram in Figure 14). This means that the
CFBs were slowly nearing breakthrough point. The concentration of
PO43- from different depth sections also showed how effective the
materials were in sorbing phosphorus. For instance, the reason why
much of the PO43- was concentrated in the 0.0-0.20 layer of the gas
concrete filter was because of its high capacity to sorb it. Therefore, this
means that none of the PO43- passed to the bottom. Ultimately, about
83%, 8%, 27%, 84% and 15% of the PO43- was extracted from the sand,
gas concrete, biochar, sand-biochar and gas concrete-biochar PBR
materials. In general, the results essentially made it possible to visualise
how P may have been bound to different media, i.e. weakly to sand and
biochar (high % release), but strongly to gas concrete (low % release).
The results for sand and biochar are consistent with those in Eveborn et
al (2012) and Morales et al (2013). Overall, it could be said that adsorbed
P in these two materials is prone to leaching by infiltrating water.
Ammonium lactate-extractable P
With the ammonium lactate (AL) solution, PO43- was extracted from all
depth sections of all filters in all systems. The pattern of extracted PO43is shown in Figure 16. This time the highest amount was extracted from
filters which had initially sorbed the highest amount of PO 43-, i.e. those
containing gas concrete.
As shown, the amount extracted by the AL solution from all filters with
sand and biochar was <50 mgkg-1, while that extracted from gas
concrete and gas concrete-biochar was well over 150 mgkg-1. If the
results on P extraction by distilled water are taken to mean that the P
from the wastewater accumulated in the top layers of the gas concrete
PBR, then it is possible that part of the extracted PO43- which was
ultimately extracted from its bottom layers derived from its original
lithogenic P content (Indiati and Rossi, 1999). It has been found that AL
solution has the potential to cause release of Ca-, Al- and Fe-bound P
through dissolution of Ca-P complexes and exchange of P with COOthrough chelation with the ammonium lactate. This was the reason why
more of the PO43- in gas concrete and gas concrete-biochar was
extracted when using ammonium lactate than distilled water. On
average, 47%, 83%, 11%, 34%, and 56% of PO43- was extracted from
the sand, gas concrete, biochar, sand-biochar and gas concrete-biochar
PBRs, respectively. In conclusion, it could be said that the leachability
and extractability of RF media-bound PO43- depends on the type of
material and extractant, and that sand- and biochar-bound phosphate
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Figure 16: Amounts of orthophosphate (PO43-) extracted from different
layers of the sand (Sa), gas concrete (GC), biochar (BC), sand-biochar
(SaBC) and gas concrete-biochar (GCBC) layers in (left) packed bed
reactors (PBRs) and (right) constructed subsurface filters (CFBs).

seem to be highly leachable, while gas concrete-bound phosphate is
mostly extractable in low pH conditions.

5. CONCLUSIONS
This thesis successfully demonstrated that by retrofitting with versatile
ubiquitous RF media, the performance of soil-based wastewater
treatment systems can be enhanced. Several media applied in full-scale
treatment plants were identified from the literature, of which biochar
and gas concrete are both believed to be easy to produce everywhere in
the world, while biochar also seems to be the most versatile material in
treating wastewater. Practical tests of the media in fortifying soil-based
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systems showed they are capable of lowering BOD, DOC, PO43- and
pathogen concentrations in the final effluent. Gas concrete in particular
was found to be capable of >90% P removal, while biochar was found
to improve sand filter performance by over 15% in removing phosphate
and DOC, and over 50% in reducing pathogens. Overall, biochar
fortification made a significant improvement (p=0.022) to the
performance of sand filters in terms of DOC removal. It was also
shown that biochar can enhance the P removal efficiency of soil-based
treatment systems significantly (p=0.04). Finally, it was found that P can
be easily leached from soil-based sorbents, while gas concrete-bound P
is plant available. Thus in general, fortifying soil-based small-scale
wastewater treatment systems with a reactive medium can enhance their
efficacy in removing phosphorus and other pollutants from wastewater.

6. IMPLICATIONS OF THE FINDINGS FOR GLOBAL RESEARCH AND FOR SOCIETY
The concept of applying reactive filter (RF) media in less-effective smallscale wastewater treatment facilities to enhance their performance in
removing some contaminants is relatively new. Therefore, only a few RF
media have so far been tested in full-scale wastewater treatment and
little is known about the potential of many others in full-scale
application. While great progress has been made in developing and
testing many potential RFs for phosphorus removal, little attention has
been paid to date to RFs with the potential to decontaminate wastewater
of more of its problematic contaminants. Due mostly to objectionable
odour and colour and the presence of pathogens, effluents of
wastewater treatment plants are still viewed as wastes and not as
potential recyclable resources, even in places with water scarcity. This
study successfully demonstrated that by fortifying small-scale wastewater
treatment plants with biochar, their performance in removing
substances causing odour (DOC, BOD, micro-pollutants), colour or
turbidity (SS), algae blooms (P) and waterborne diseases (pathogens),
could be significantly enhanced. In general, the results confirmed
findings in previous studies by e.g. Reddy et al. (2014), who used biochar
to remove mixed pollutants (TSS, nutrients, metals and pathogens) from
urban storm runoff, and Gupta et al. (2016), who also found it to
enhance wetland performance in removing a variety of contaminants.
Therefore, the findings can inform future research aiming to apply RF
media in full-scale systems on the possibility of using biochar as an
alternative, not only because of its low cost and ease of use, but also
because of its versatility, familiarity and availability. For societies in periurban and rural areas, being able to acquire simple and cheap, but
effective, technologies which can improve the performance of their
wastewater treatment facilities may improve their willingness to comply
with national discharge regulations. Consequently, by being able to abate
environmental pollution, their stance as stakeholders in integrated
environmental and water resources management may improve.

7. FUTURE RESEARCH
This thesis demonstrated that ineffective small-scale wastewater
treatment systems can be retrofitted with versatile RF media to enhance
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their performance in purifying wastewater. The findings and conclusions
in the thesis were based on work that basically involved two general
methods of data acquisition, namely a literature review and
experimentation in the laboratory and the field. The design of the
experimental set-ups was such that they could not be manipulated
during the treatment process, so some factors which may have
influenced the performance of the filters could not be identified.
Therefore, further research should include investigations of:
 Effects of the order of packing of media in the filter systems, for
instance, having biochar as a bottom layer, or mixing the filter
materials and not packing them in layers
 Use of different types of biochar
 Effects of varying hydraulic loading rate and the efficiency of pretreatment steps to match the diurnal and season pattern of
wastewater generation
 Effects of coexistence of different substances on sorption efficacies
of the media
 Sorption mechanisms, especially of biochar since this is not well
understood
 Similar reactor and filter systems in a subtropical climate zone, where
there is less risk of freezing and clogging
 The possibility of using the materials as sources of nutrients in
agriculture, considering that nutrients sorbed on them are plant
available.
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